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ABSTRACT 
The present study was designed to discover which 
of socioeconomic factors or school ~nput factors were 
more closely associated '":i th written language achievement 
on the part of Grade Six students in a rural Newfoundland 
area. Complete data was secured and used for 361 boys 
and 323 girls. 
T'lrro measures of language achievement \·/ere selected. 
They were, the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills Language 
subtests and a paragraph writing test. Ten hypotheses 
were set up and tested. 
The first hypothesis predicted sex differences in 
language achievement and that girls would achieve more 
highly than boys. This proved to be an acceptable 
hypothesis. Subsequent hypotheses were tested for boys 
and girls separately as '"'e11 as for both groups combined. 
The second hypothesis predicted tha t higher verbal 
intelligence \·rould be associated \·tith higher pupil 
language scores. This proved to be an acceptable hypothesis. 
Subsequent hypotheses were tested with the effects of 
intelligence controlled by the statistical techn.ique of 
p a rtialing . The a cceptance of the first two hypothe ses 
determined the format for testing and reporting the 
remainder. That is, the remaining hypotheses were tested 
for boys and girls separately and vlith intelligence 
statistically controlled. 
Hypothesis 3 predicted that fathers' occupations 
would be positively associated with pupils' language 
achievement, and Hypothesis 4 predicted that mothers' 
education would be positively associated with pupils' 
language achievement. Both proved to be acceptable 
hypotheses for both sexes on both language measures until 
intelligence was partialled out. Then the significa nce 
disappeared. 
Hypothesis 5 predicted that children from l a rger 
families would do less well on each of the language 
measures than children from smaller families. This proved 
to be true for the sub-group of gj_rls and the whole group 
on the langua ge skills meas ure, but not on the para gra ph 
writing measure. With the effects of intelligence 
removed the significance disa ppeared. 
Hypothesis 6 predicted that absenteeism would be 
negatively ass ocia ted with pupils' language achievement, 
and Hypothesis 7 predicted that teachers' qualifications 
"'ould be positively a s s ocia ted \'lith pupils ' l a nguag e 
achievement. With the effects of intelligence removed, 
both hypothes es were rejected. 
Hypothesis 8 predicted that class size would be 
positively associated with pupils' language achievement. 
This hypothesis was rejected for the sub-group of boys 
but accepted for the girls. Even with intelligence 
partialled out, the association was statistically 
significant. 
Hypothesis 9 predicted that older school buildings 
would be associated with lower pupils' achievement in 
language. This hypothesis was rejected. Howeve~ it 
should be noted that the median age of the schools was 
only 13 years, and that only 24 per cent were over 20 
years old. 
The major part of the study concentrated on 
Hypothesis 10 which predicted that the socioeconomic 
factors of the pupils environment would be more closely 
associated with language achievement than the school 
input factors. This hypothesis was tested and accepted. 
An overall conclusion, therefore, of the study is that 
socioeconomic factors of the pupil's environment cannot 
be ignored by school authorit~es if they are genuinely 
interested in preparing programs that will provide the 
best learning opportunities for all their pupils. The 
quality of the education is not measured only in terms of 
school buildings, smaller classes and higher teachers' 
qualifications. A far greater impact on language achieve-
ment was found to be made by a child's family and home 
background. 
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GHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM 
It ~s generally bel~eved that a ch~ld's language 
~ac~l~ty re~lects h~s home background.1 Th~s study 
deals w~ th the ach~evement ~n Vlr~ tten language o:f Grade 
S~x pup~ls ~n rural New:found13nd. Its major purpose ~s 
to test the theory that var~ables ~n the social and 
econom~c env~ronments are more closely related to 
language achievement than are certa~n school variables. 
I. BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM 
Language ~s a soc~a1 process concerned largely 
\•d th commun~cat~ng ~de as and ~eel~ngs. It ~s also a tool 
man uses ~n h~s tb~k~ng, ~n b~s commun~cat~ve acts, and 
~n h~s soc~a1 ~ntercourse.2 Var~at~ons ~n language are 
related pr~nc~pa11y to geograph~cal d~:f:ferences t-l~thin 
the language commun~ty and to d~:f:ferences ~n socioeconom~c 
status and occupat~on, '"~ th the k~nd of" language a ch~ld 
1st~nson E. l>lorley and W~11~am E. Story7 "Soc~o­
economic Status and Language Fac~1~ty o:r Beginn~ng First 
Graders," The Read~ng Teacher, 20 (February, 1961); 400-3. 
2
vla1 ter T. Petty and Robert J. Starkey, "Oral 
Language and Personal and Social Development," Elementary 
Eng1~sh, 43 (Apr~1, 1966), 386-94. 
2 
1earns apt to be most 1ike that of his parents.3 
Structura1ists claim that language is a habit man 
acquires by imitating other men, and that it shou1d be 
studied by ana1yzing sounds and how they are manipu1ated 
to create sentences. With this belief there is no "wrong" 
or "right" grammar. Others contend that the study of 
1anguage shou1d start with sentences and an attempt to 
discern the ru1es by which a sentence conveys meaning.4 
Whi1e this controversy is exciting for those 
invo1ved in the study of 1anguage per se, it wi11 not 
receive any great amount of attention in this study. 
Since the schools by their present curricu1a and teaching 
methods seem to assume that there is a right grammar 
which can be taught and caught, the same assumptions about 
t~itten 1anguage wi11 under1ie the prob1ems investigated 
by this study. The present study wi11 be concerned with 
certain aspects of language achievement as measured by the 
usual instruments emp1oyed by the schools, that is, 
standardized tests of language ability and a subjective 
rating of each pupil's ~~iting. 
3Ibid., 389. 
4 
"A d . D. . 1" Th S h 1 1 
--------, ca em~c ~sc~p ~nes: e c o a r y 
Dispute Over the Meaning of Linguistics," Time, 91 
(February 16, 1968), 45. 
~·lhile the term "language arts" refers to a 
quarternary discipline involving reading, writing, 
speaking and listening, this study deals only with the 
written language. 
There can be no doubt that lack of ability in 
language is a serious deterrent to educational and other 
forms of success. If a child's language skills are 
inadequately developed, be is not well prepared to cope 
with the complex and confusing stimuli that the school 
offers.5 Children from poor social and economic back-
grounds especially need good language usage if they are 
to be prepared for life situations.6 
3 
A student in a Newfoundland school spends more 
time studying "English" than he does any other subject. 
English is a required subject in all grades and into at 
least t\'IO years of university if the pupil should attend. 
Yet, despite all ibis emphasis, ·we are led to believe that 
desirable standards are not being met. One reason given 
for the nev.,r Foundation Program at Memorial University was 
the general low level of language ability on the part of 
5Hi1da Taba and Debora Elkins, Teaching Strategies 
for the Culturally Disadvantaged (Chicago, Il1.: Rand 
McNally and Company, 1966). 
6 Nary G. S\'ieet a nd Narian itlozencraft, "vlhat about 
Grammar in the Special Class? " Elementary English, 40 
(January, 1963), 52-5. 
Newfoundland high school students, particu1ar1y those 
from the rura1 areas or outports. 
4 
English 1anguage abi1ity is important enough to 
receive all this attention because of its connection with 
both personal and social deve1opment and success, and 
because it is the native language used in most of the 
Newfound1and homes. In addition, experience has sho~m 
that eki.11s in reading and t•rriting it \ole11 require years 
and years of instruction and practice. 
The "why" of the difficu1ty with the 1anguage arts 
has been partia11y answered by much of the research that 
has been done in the past ~wo or three decades, but 
1itt1e of that research has been done in Newfound1and, or 
in Canada. And, unfortunately, none of the research bas 
yet come up with a so1ution app1icab1e to a11 situations. 
The partial failure ma y be due to the concentration of the 
researchers on methods of teaching and 1earning instead 
of upon other equa11y, and perhaps more important 
variab1es associated tlli tb the environment of the 1earner 
and genera11y c1assified as socio-cu1tura1 factors. 
Bernstein, writing about the development of a 
public and a forma1 1anguage code in British socia1 
c1asses, says that linguistic differences occur in the 
normal socia1 environment, a nd tha t status groups ma y be 
5 
distinguished by the forms of language they use.? The 
differences in language ability are naturally most apparent 
at the extremes of the socioeconomic levels, and the 
degree to which a person succeeds in our present school 
and social systems ':li11, in general, depend to a large 
extent on his linguistic abilities. 
In addition to the studies done by Bernstein in 
Britain there have been many studies in the United States 
in ,.,hich social class or socioeconomic factors have been 
related to school achievement in general and to language 
achievement in particular. A study by Marge involving one 
bundred forty-three preadolescent students and their parents 
w.as aimed at determining the effects of certain home 
background variables on the development of speech and 
language skills. While he didn't ta1k about social class 
as such, he found that the better performers usu~11y came 
from homes in which the usual middle class or higher 
child-rearing practices were found. 8 
Other important contributors to this field 
7Basi1 Bernstein, "Aspects of Language and 
Learnine;," Language in Culture and Societz, Dell Hymes, 
editor tLondon: co11ier-MacMi11an Limited; 1961), 251. 
~ichae1 Marge, "The Influence of Selected Home 
Background Variables on the Development of Oral 
Communication Ski11s in Chi1dren, 11 Journal of Speech and 
Hearing Research, 8 (September, 1965), 291-309. 
include Davis,9 Rudde11,10 Hill and Giammatteo,11 and 
Deutsch.12 All the above support the theory that 
6 
socioeconomic £actors are very important in determining 
pupil success in schools and in helping teachers recognize 
that these di£ferences in background need consideration 
whenever decisions regarding the curriculum and teaching 
methods have to be made. 
As indicated above, there is sufficient research 
available to shoN that in general children from lower 
class homes are retarded in language development with 
regard to basic skills, speech development, extent of 
vocabulary, and grammatical usage. The middle class family 
has and uses a different type of language pattern from that 
of the lower class homes. As Bloom wrote: 
9A1lison Davis 1 "Teaching Language and Reading to Disadvantaged Negro ChJ.ldren," ' Elementary English, 43 
(November, 1965), 791-7. 
10Robert B. Ruddell, "The Effects of the Similarity 
of Oral and Written Patterns of Language Structure on 
Reading Comprehension," Elementary English, 43 (April, 
1965), 403-10. 
11Ed\-tin H. Hill and Michael c. Giammatteo, "Socio-
economic Status and its Relationship to School Achievement 
in the Elementary School," Elementary English, 40 (I'-1arch, 
1963), 265-70. 
12Martin Deutsch, "Early Social Environment: Its 
Influence on School Adaptation," The School Dropout, 
D. Schreiber, editor (Washington, D.C.: National Education 
Association, 1964), 89-100. 
In the deprived home, language usage is more 
limited. Much communication is through 
gestures and other non-verbal means. When 
language is used, it is likely to be terse and 
not necessarily grammatically correct. In any 
case, it is likely to be restricted in the 
number ·of grammatical forms which are utilized. 
Thus, the deprived child enters school 
inadequately prepared for the typical language 
tasks of first grade. The greatest handicap 
seems to be lack of familiarity with the speech 
used by teachers and insufficient practice in 
attending to prolonged speech sequences. In 
the long run, the language which the deprived 
child has learned at home is likely to be 
inadequate as an aid and tool in conceptualization. 
Furthermore, language serves as a means of social 
distinction '\'lhich ean 1imi t opportunities for 
mobi1ity.13 
7 
From the studies quoted above and from many others, 
the general impression emerges that the problem of lack of 
achievement in school may be closely related to or 
connected '\'lith many factors outside the immediate control 
of the school as it now exists. 
A large-scale study of the influence of socio-
economic factors on school achievement has never been 
attempted before in Newfoundland, yet it seems very probable 
that such factors as family income, parental education and 
size of family help determine who will succeed and \"rho 
\'li11 continue through and beyond high school. 14 
1 3Benjamin S. Bloom, Allison Davis, and Robert Hess, 
Com ensator Education for Cultural De rivation (New York: 
Holt, R:::~..nehart and \rJ':::J..nston, 
14Herbert A. Smith and La'\ofrence L. Penny, 
"Educational Opportunity as a Function of Socio-Economic 
Status," School and Society, 87 (September 12, 1959), 342-4. 
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II. THE PROBLEr-1 
The problem of this study, then, is to find out 
whether the 1eve1 of language achievement attained by the 
Grade Six pupils in two political districts of Newfound1and 
is related more to social and environmenta1 factors than 
to educational input factors. The level of language 
acbievem~nt in this study is measured by two instruments, 
a standardized language test and a paragraph writing test. 
The sub-problems, stated as questions are: 
1. Do boys differ from girls in language achievement? 
2. Is measured verba1 I. Q. associated with pupils' 
language achievement? 
3. Is the socioeconomic status of the fathers, as 
measured by the B1isben Occupational Class Scale, 
associated with pupils' language achievement? 
4. Are the formal educational attainments of the 
mothers associated with pupils' language 
achievement? 
5. Is the size of the family associated with pupils' 
language achievement? 
6. Are the number of days lost from school associated 
with pupils' language achievement? 
7. Are teachers' qualifications as measured by years 
of formal training associated with pupils' 
language achievement? 
8. Are the number o~ pupils in the class associated 
with pupils' language achievement? 
9. Is the age o~ the school building associated 
t'li th pupils' language achievement? 
10. Are there social and economic factors outside 
the direct in~luence o~ the schools associated 
with pupils' language achievement to a greater 
extent than the ~actors under the direct control 
of the schools? 
III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
9 
Several recent Newfoundland studies have shown 
that pupils are not achieving as t-rell as would be expected, 
especially in reading.1 5 
In this study the emphasis will not be on hm..r 'llre11 
the pupils are achieving per se, but on the factors which 
appear to ~acilitate or retard pupils' achievement in 
language. 
Kitchen, ~rom a study of Newfoundland and the 
Maritime provinces, suggested that the major ~actors 
determining school outputs might be socioeconomic and 
demographic variables rather than school controlled 
1~ector Pollard, "Socioeconomic versus Educational 
Inputs as Related to Grade Six Reading Achievement in Rural 
New~oundland," unpublished Master's Thesis, Memorial 
University o~ New~oundland, St. John's, 1970. · 
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factors. 16 If that thesis is proven correct, the 
implications for changing the present educational system, 
introducing different curricula or adopting different 
methods of teaching geared to the different types of 
students found in the schools, will be far reaching. 
Accordingly, the present study was designed to be an 
intensive examination of some socio~conomic and school 
variables associated with pupils' language achievement in 
a particular rural area of Newfoundland. The results and 
conclusions may or may not be generally applicable. 
IV. OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 
Language Achievement. Language achievement was defined 
as the pupils' scores on t\-tO measures: (1) Canadian Tests 
of Basic Skills, Language Battery, Form 1, and (2) a sub-
jective evaluation of the pupils' writing. For (2) the 
pupils 1trere asked to ,_,rrite paragraphs on "\fuat I Like 
Best". 
Verbal I. Q. The verbal intelligence of each pupil 1....ras 
the deviation I. Q. derived from his score on the Lorge-
Thorndike Verbal Battery, Level 3, Form A. This test was 
administered at the same time that the other achievement 
tests were given. 
1~ubert w. Kitchen, "A Preliminary Study of' Demo-
graphic and Socioeconomic Factors in the Atlantic Provinces 
and their Relationship to Measures of Educationa~ Output," 
unpublished mimeograph, October, 1967. 
11 
Father's Occupation. For the present study, father's 
occupation was the major type of employment of the father 
of the pupil tested. The information was secured by means 
of a questionnaire sent to the pupil's home following the 
testing of the pupil in scboo1.1 7 The occupation was then 
assigned the appropriate numerical rating suggested by the 
Blishen Occupational Class Scale.18 
Mother's Education. Mother's education was rated according 
to the number of years each pupil's mother had spent in an 
institution of formal schooling - primary, elementary, 
high school and beyond. It was expected that the number 
of years reported would vary from 0 to 18.1 9 This 
information was secured from the questionnaire sent to 
homes. 
Size of Family. Size of family was the actual number of 
children under 18 years of age which were living at home 
with the pupil at the time o£ the survey. This Information 
also came from the above mentioned home questionnaire. 
1 7see Appendix D. 
18see Appendix F. 
1 9see Appendix E. 
12 
Absenteej_sm. Absenteeism 't'ITas the actual number o:f days 
lost between the opening o:f school in September 1967, and 
April 30, 1968. This in:format:ion ,..,as gathered by means 
o:f the teacher quest:ionnaire.20 
Teacher's Qualifications. Teacher's qualifications was 
the number o:f years o:f :formal training :for which the teacher 
bad received credit :from the Department o:f Education, that 
is, the teacher's licence or grade. This was expected to 
vary :from zero years (P, B, c, and D Licences) through to 
seven years. 21 The :information was gathered by means o:f 
the teacher questionnaire. 
Size o:f Class. Number in class or size o:f class was the 
actual Grade Six enrollment :in each classroom :from which 
pupils were tested. This information also came :from the 
teacher questionnaire. 
Age o:f School. The age o:f the school 't'las the number o:f 
years which the building had been in use as a school. 
The minimum score would be one year :for pupils in a new 
building being used :for the :first time. The information 
was supplied by the teacher questionnaire. 
20see Appendix G. 
21see Appendix H. 
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V. ORGANIZATION OF TfiE REPORT 
Chapter I has set out the problem and indicated 
its importance. Chapter II introduces the ten hypotheses 
and reports some of the previvus research that has been 
done in each area. Chapter III outlines the method of 
gathering and dealing with the data of the study. Chapter 
IV is a descriptive analysis of the pupils studied. It 
reports raw data on sex, intelligence, fathers' occupations, 
mothers' education, family size, time lost from school, 
teachers' qualifications, class size and age of school. 
It a1so gives raw scores on the~rious language measures 
used. Chapter V contains the statistical analysis of the 
data and compares the relative importance of socioeconomic 
factors and school input factors. Chapter VI gives the 
summary, findings, conclusions, and recommendations 
growing out of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED LITERATURE AND HYJ?OTHESES 
This chapter will present the various hypotheses 
to be tested. In each case relevant literature wi11 be 
quoted supporting the hypothesis or eA~1aining it. 
I. SEX DIFFERENCES IN LANGUAGE ACHIEVEr-lENT 
A great deal of research has been carried out 
which demonstrates the academic superiority of girls over 
boys in the first six to eight years of school. The 
available research up to 1964 has been summarized by 
Wisenthal, who concluded that significant differences in 
favour of the girls were found in I. Q., attainment, and 
in attitude to\..rard s choo1.1 
It appears certain that girls perform better than 
boys in almost all elementary school situations, including 
langua ge achievement. Gallagher suggests that the superior-
ity of girls could realistically be explained on the basis 
of heredity, a nd points to substantia l differences in 
langua ge ability between boys a nd g irls as the probable 
1Mi1es Vlisentbal, "Sex Differences in Attitudes 
and Attainment in Junior Schools ," British Journa l of 
Educa tional P s ychology, 35 (Februa ry, 1965), 79-85. 
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source of reading disabi1ity. 2 Another researcher in the 
same fie1d points out that her experiments have 1ed her to 
the conc1usion that gir1s, even when they are of 1esser 
inte11igence, have a superior 1anguage sense.3 
There seems to be a natural aptitude among girls 
genera11y for language acquisition. Carmichae1, in 
reviewing the research on the differences in achievement 
of boys and gir1s, concluded that most achievement tests 
sho'\>1 girls to be superior to boys on al1 kinds of 
language materia1.4 Cardon quoted four studies to prove 
his ideas on sex differences in school achievement and 
said that there is a bundant 1iterature to support the 
"presence of an academic disparity favouring the girls".5 
He then went on to i1lustrate the superiority of gir1s 
over boys in language achievement: 
In the Book of Reve1ations (Chapter 8, verse 1) 
it is written, 'And v1hen he had opened the sevent h 
sea 1 there \'las si1ence in heaven a bout the space 
of ha1f an hour'. It has been suggested (in jest?) 
that this scripture is solid proof that on1y men 
wil1 get to heaven, for, it is said, a \otoman cou1d 
never keep quiet for that 1ong. That gir1s do 
2 J. ROS\'Te1l Gallagher, ucan •t Spe1l, Can't Read, II 
The At1antic I"''onth1y, 181 (June, 1948), 35-39. 
3Nary D. Sheridan, The Child's Hearing £or Speech (London: Methuen a nd Co., Ltd., 1948). 
~eonard Carmichae1 (editor), Manua1 o f Chi1d 
Psychology (Ne"' York: John Wi1ey and Sons, 1954), l070-75-
5Bartlet 1;/. Ca rdon, "Sex Differences in Schoo1 
Achievement," E1ementary Schoo1 Journa l, 6 8 (Ma y, 1 968), 
427-34. 
talk more, and that they start sooner, is well 
substantiated in the literature. The evidence 
indicates that boys are slightly behind girls 
in practically all aspects of language 
deve1opment.6 
16 
Arnold experimented 'l.·ti th the Io'l.ota Tests o.:f Basic 
Skills as a measure o.:f language achievement and ~oncluded 
that in the upper elementary-school grades girls received 
higher marks than boys in spelling Rnd language.? 
It bas sometimes been said that the schools are 
more attuned to the girls than to the boys, especially at 
the primary level. While the question o.:f motivation is 
outside the scope o.:f this study, the results o.:f an 
experiment conducted in the United States appear to be 
worth noting. The researchers concluded: "In comparing 
boys and girls there is no evidence that one, more 
.:frequently than the other, showed higher achievement 
motivation or per.:formance". HO\.,ever, they expressed doubt 
in their 01:m conclusions which t1Tere di.:f.:ferent .:from that 
which they bad hypothesized.8 
6Ibid., 4-30. 
?Richard D. Arnold, "The Achievement o.:f Boys and 
Girls Taught by :t-len and Women Teachers, n Elementary School 
Journal, 68 (April, 1968), 367- 72. 
Bnonna M. Schell, Joseph Verof.:f, and Robert E. 
Schell, "Achievement Hotivation and Performance Among 
Second-Grade Boys and Girls~" The Journal o.:f Experimental 
Education, 33 (Summer, 1967J, 66-73. 
Hypothesis 1: (a) Girls will score on the average 
more highly than boys on the 
language skills test battery. 
(b) Girls will score on the average 
more highly than boys on the 
paragraph \·rriting test. 
II. VERBAL I. Q. AND LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
1? 
Because o:f the nature o:f verbal I. Q. tests and 
their heavy dependence upon language ability, many studies 
have sho~m a high relationship between the two. 
Hypothesis 2: (a) There \·rill be a positive correlation 
bet\oreen the pupils' verbal I. Q. 
scores and their total scores on the 
language skills battery. 
(b) There will be a positive correlation 
between the pupils' verbal I. Q. 
scores and their scores on the 
paragraph "ITiting test. 
III. FATHERS' OCCUPATIONS AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
There have been a number o:f studies from ~JThich one 
could predict that pupils' language achievement is related 
to the socioeconomic status o:f :fathers' occupations. 
Collins and Douglass, in a study of' socioeconomic 
status and its relationship to success or :failure in the 
junior high school, found that fathers o:f pupils in the 
failure group are chiefly unskilled labourers, two-thirds 
appearing in Class V, the lov1est on the Sim' s Score Card. 
18 
At the same time, more than half of the fathers of pupils 
in the success group follow occupations that fall in the 
top two occupational classes. They concluded that if the 
father's occupation is considered as an index of the 
socioeconomic status of the home, it would seem that the 
pupils of the failure group are coming from homes which 
are socially, economically, and educationally less favoured 
than are those o£ the success group.9 
Similarly, Worley and Story, using the per annum 
income of the parents as measures of socioeconomic status, 
found that c~~ldren from the more favoured homes achieved 
better in language than did the children from the loNer 
socioeconomic homes. 10 
In Petty and Starkey's research it was found that 
when the father's occupation 'lrlas such that the family \\B.S 
regarded as being in the higher socioeconomic levels, 
generally the language development of the child was much 
11 faster. Research evidence strongly supports the view-
point that the quality of a child's early language 
9Joseph H. Collins and Harl R. Douglass, "The 
Socioeconomic Status of the Home as a Factor in Success in 
the Junior High School," The Elementary School Journal, 
38 (October, 1937), 107-13. 
10
s.E. Worley and W.E. Story, ~- cit., 402. 
392. 
11Ha1ter T. Petty and Robert J. Starkey, .QE• cit., 
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env2ronment is the most important external factor affecting 
the rate of language development. Th2s aarly language 
environment is largely that of the fami1y. 12 
A major study 2n this area is that of Bernstein. 
He found that 2n lower class homes the child's language 
env2ronment is mostly a restr2cted language \'lith 
1. Short, gramat2ca11y s2mp1e, often unfinished 
sentences ,.,i th a poor syntact2ca1 form 
stressing the active vo2ce. 
2. Simple and repetitive use of conjunctions 
(so, then, and). 
3. Little use of subord2nate clauses to break 
down the 2n2tia1 categories of the dom2nant 
subject. 
4. Inability to hold a formal subject through 
a speech sequence; thus a dislocated 
informational content is facilitated. 
5. Rigid and limited use of adjectives and 
adverbs. 
6. Infrequent use of impers~ual pronouns as 
subjects of conditional clauses. 
7. Frequent use of statements where the reason 
and conclusion are confounded to produce a 
categoric statement. 
8. A large number of statements/phrases which 
s2gna1 a requirement for the previous speech 
sequence to be reinforced: "Wouldn't it? 
You see? You know'?" etc. This process is 
termed sympathetic circularity. 
9. Individual selection from a group of idiomatic 
phrases or sequences will frequently occur. 
12Ibid., 394. 
10. The individual qualification is implicit 
in the sentence organization: it is a 
language of' implicj."t meaning.l3 
On the other hand, in higher socioeconomic homes 
there tends to be an "elaborated" language with the 
following characteristics: 
1. Accurate grammatical order and syntax 
regulate what is said. 
2. Logical modifications and stress are 
mediated through a grammatically complex 
sentence construction especially through 
the use of' a range of' conjunctions and 
subordinate clauses. 
3. Frequent use of the propositions which 
indicate logical relationships as t-rell as 
prepositions which indicate temporal and 
spatial contiguity. 
4. Frequent use of the personal pronoun "I". 
5. A discriminative selection £rom a range of' ad-
verbs and adjectives. 
6. Individual qualification is verbally mediated 
through the structure and relationships 
within and between sentences. 
7. Expressive symbolism discriminates between 
meanings within speech sequences rather 
than reinforcing dominant words or phrases, 
or accompanying the sequence in a dif'f'used, 
generalized manner. 
8. · It is a language use which points to the 
possibilities inherent in a complex 
conceptual hierarchy f'or the organizing 
of' e:cperience .14 
l3Basil Bernstein, "Social Structure, Language, 
and Learning," Education of' the Disadvantaffed, A. Harry 
Passov1, et. al., editors (.New York: Holt, ~nehart and 
Winston,-ync~ 1967), 233. 
14Ibid., 233-4. 
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As Bernstein's studies have indicated, the type of 
language found in lower socioeconomic homes is likely to 
be radically different from that found in higher socio-
economic class homes. 
Despite the large amount of research shot11ing the 
importance of the home background in promoting school 
achievement in general, and language achievement in 
particular, some researchers have warned that the 
association is, 'l.'lhile significant, relatively lo'lrr. It is 
apparent that 'lrrhile a certain student might rate lot'IT in 
socioeconomic or home status, his school achievement may 
be satisfactory. Evidently the school facilities 
compensate somewhat for the home deficiency in this 
relatively important area.1 5 
However, investigations of the relationship 
between socioeconomic status and pupil achievement have 
been going on for about sixty years, and all of them have 
indicated the existence of a definite relationship bet'lrleen 
socioeconomic status and scholastic achievement.16 
1 5Mer1in R. Chauncey, "The Relation of the Home 
Factor to Achievement and Intelligence Test Scores " 
Journal of Educational Research, 20 (September, 19~9), 
88-90. 
1 6nuane C. Sha\<r, "The Relation of Socioeconomic 
Status to Educational Achievement in Grades Four to Eight," 
Journal of Educational Research, 3? (November, 1943), 
19?-201. 
Hypothesis 3: (a) There wi~l be a positive correlation 
between the pupils' socioeconomic 
status as measured by the application 
o£ the Blishen scale to the :fathers' 
occupations and the pupils' total 
scores on the language skills test 
battery. 
(b) There \'till be a positive correlation 
between the pupils' socioeconomic 
status and their scores on the 
para~~aph ~~iting test. 
IV. MOTHERS 1 EDUCATION AND PUPIL LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
22 
Other :factors associated with the home and parents 
bear upon pupils' language achievement. Lower class 
mothers emp~oy training techniques that include consider-
ably more physical punishment but little use o£ praise, 
positive models, and reasoning. The :failure to discipline 
in terms o:f language symbols as ,.,.ell as the related 
dependence upon physical means o£ punishment reduces the 
necessity :for cognitive mediation in impulse control. 
To the lot'ler class mother, being "good" very often means 
that the child is being physically inactive, verbally 
non-participative, and non-observant. 1 7 This kind o:f 
environment creates language problems that lie not only 
in the expressive domain, but in the receptive as t'lell. 
1 7Fred L. Strodtbeck, 11The Hidden Curriculum o:f 
Middle-Class Homes," Education o:f the Disadvantaged, .QE.• 
cit., 258. 
Pupi1s need to hear 1anguage that is considered good or 
acceptab1e, and they need to have opportunities to speak 
"t 18 J.. • 
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1
.vhi1e the mother's education is on1y a rough 
indication o~ the degree o~ cu1tura1 deprivation of the 
home, there can be no question of the importance of the 
mother-chi1d re1ationsbip in creating environments 1ike1y 
to influence for good or evi1 a child's inte11ectua1 
growth and educationa1 motivation. Havighurst and Neugarten 
reported a study by Hess and Shipman (1965) in ,.,hich they 
studied the ways in ,.,hich mothers teach their four-year-old 
chi1dren. They found that the techniques used by mothers 
vary accor~ing to the amount of education the mothers have 
had. The better educated mothers ta1ked a1most twice as 
much to their chi1dren in teaching them, and used more 
abstract words, more adjectives, more comp1ex grammar, and 
1onger sentences than did the 1ess we11 educated mothers. 
The 1esser educated mothers were more 1ike1y to teach the 
child to obey because it was a child's ro1e to "obey" his 
parents, whereas, the better educated mothers gave the 
child reasons or exp1anations for what was expected of him. 
The 1atter procedure requires a more e1aborate 1anguage 
18Miriam L. Go1dberg, "Methods and Materia1s for 
Educationa11y Disadvantaged Youth," Education of the 
Disadvantaged,~- cit., 385. 
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and permits responses from the child that require him to 
think about his behaviour and to take the needs of others 
into consideration.1 9 
An apparent assumption underlying the next 
hypothesis is that the more education a mother has, the 
more she is likely to find the time and make the effort to 
talk, read, and listen to her children. Thus, the mother's 
education can stimulate a pupil's language achievement. 
Hypothesis 4: (a) There will be a positive correlation 
between the number of years of 
formal schooling of the mothers and 
the pupils' total scores on the 
language skills test battery. 
(b) There will be a positive correlation 
bet\oteen the number of years of 
formal schooling of the mothers and 
the pupils' scores on the paragraph 
\-Jriting test. 
V. FAMILY SIZE AND PUPIL LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
The size of the family, like the father's 
occupation and mother's education, is also considered a 
socioeconomic variable. It is generally true that the 
larger families are found in the lo\>rer socioeconomic strata 
of society. Apart from its connection with socioeconomic 
l9Robert J. Havighurst and Bernice L. Neugnrten, 
Society and Education (Third Edition; Boston: Allan and 
Bacon, Inc., 196?), 160-2. 
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status, however, the number of' siblings in the family has 
other effects on the language development of each child in 
that family. The single child develops language facility 
more rapidly than does the child with siblings; twins 
develop more slowly than any other family groupings; 
orphan children have the same problems as the prolonged 
hospitalized children, and our child rearing pra ctices 
appear to facilitate a slight advantage in language 
development in girls over that in boys.20 
It would appear tha t in the larger families 
children tend to communicate more with each other than 
with adults. This does not retard or limit their 
communicative abilities, but it does often retard their 
achievement of' the skills and practices of' a formal 
language code which Bernstein and others have shO'I.·m to be 
a basic requisite for success in schools and in society 
at large. It is further believed that the number of 
children in the f amily is rela ted to the mother's educa tion, 
in that the mothers of larger families tend to have married 
e a rlier and to be below average in number of' years of 
formal schooling. It also seems rea sona ble to expect tha t 
mothers of larger families do not have the time to devote 
to a ny one child in so f a r as rea ding to him, correct ing 
389. 
20\va lter T. Petty and Robert J. Starkey,~- cit., 
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his speech errors, discussing things 'l:li th him or listening 
to him, as do mothers of smaller families. This limits 
the amount of child-adult interaction in language and the 
child's language development suffers accordingly. 
Hypothesis 5: (a) There \·Till be a negative correlation 
bet\..reen the number o.f' sibl.ings of the 
pupils and the pupils' to·tal scores 
on the language skills test battery. 
(b) There will be a negative correlation 
bett<~een the number of siblings of the 
pupils and the pupils' scores on the 
paragraph \..rriting test. 
VI. PUPILS' ABSENCES AND LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
The more time a pupil loses from school, the less 
likely is be to do \•rell on any measure of achievement, 
including achievement in the language arts. StuC:.ie s have 
suggested that the actual amount of time spent in school, 
within wide limits, bas little or no effect on the 
standard of "'ork done by healthy children. Shortening the 
school year by as much as a month has not affected the 
performance of some pupils, when all in the particular 
group lost -the same amount of time and "'hen a child, after 
being away from school for a time, did not have to catch 
up with the work of the class. It has been shO\•m that 
children vrho '.'llere often absent, however, were less 
successful than their classmates and that the extent to 
\"hich children fall behind depends on their character and 
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abilities. The dull. ones may be seriously hampered by 
minor absences, and a child who, with e£fort, bas been 
keeping up with a class o£ children of average ability, may 
no longer be able to do so when he rejoins the class after 
a period of illness.21 
The study re£erred to above also revealed that 
lower class children were more affected by absences than 
were middle or higher class children. The record o£ 
absences seemed to be about the same for all social. 
classes, but the effects were felt more strongly by the 
lower or working class pupils. 
Collins and Douglass found that pupils '"ho were 
failing in the junior high school. generally came £rom 
poor socioeconomic environments. They suggested that 
among such enduring unfavourable home conditions usually 
asso0iated with poor socioeconomic environments, £requent 
absences occur. 22 
It must not be forgotten, however, that a bler 
children from better homes are naturally more e.pt to 
attend school. regularly, hence the causal. effects of 
21J.W.B. Douglas and J.M. Ross, "The Effects of 
Absences on Primary School. Performance," British Journal 
of Educational Psychology, 35 (February, 1965), 28-40. 
22Joseph H. Collins and Harl R. Douglass, 2£· cit., 
schooling as such are difficult to disentangle. 2 3 
Hypothesis 6: (a) There •..rill be a nega-tive correlation 
between the number of days lost from 
school by each pupil and the pupils' 
total scores on the language skills 
test battery. 
(b) There will be a negative correlation 
bet\..reen the number of days lost from 
school by each pupil and the pupils' 
scores on the paragraph ;..rri ting test. 
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VII. TEACHERS' QUALIFICATIONS A..'tffi PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVE~1ENT 
It would be expected that the more years of 
training a teacher has, the better the a chievement of his 
pupils. If teachers are to overcome the detrimental 
e:f:fect of social environment with respect to language 
development of disadvan-taged children, they have to 
devise their ovm .,,..,ays of \•rorking \,r:i th children • s language 
problems. To do this, speech patterns have to be analyzed, 
problems diagnosed, and procedures :for attacking the 
problems planned. Teachers \·lith little or no formal 
training cannot reasonably be eA~ected to, and genera lly 
d t .&" • th• 24 o no , per~orm, ~n ~s area. 
Yet, in some respects, the formal qualifications 
of the teachers are a measure of the socioeconomic status 
of the community in \11hich the child lives. The better 
2 3Philip E. Vernon, "Environmental Handicaps and 
Intellectual Development: Part II," British Journal of 
Educational Psychology, 35 (June, 1965 ), 117-26. 
24Miriam L. Goldbert, ~- cit., 386. 
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qualified teachers tend to gravitate towards those 
communities in which the socioeconomic levels are highest. 
Hypothesis 7: (a) There will be a positive correlation 
betv1een the number of years of formal 
training the teachers have received 
and the pupils' total scores on the 
language skills test battery. 
(b) There will be a positive correlation 
bett•reen the number of years of formal 
training the teachers have received 
and the pupils' scores on the 
paragraph writing test. 
VIII. NUMBER IN CLASS AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
The number in class "'ill be a sort of gross 
measure of educational input. It is expected that the great-
er th .e number of pupils in the class the greater t•rill be 
the overall achievement of the pupils in general and the 
greater >'lill be the individual achievement in language. 
While a great deal of research has been done to prove that 
smaller classes are usually more productive in terms of 
pupil achievement, it is expected that in the area of 
Newfoundland being studied, just the reverse condition 
t'li1l be found. ~be geographical a rea under study has 
mostly small schools with overcrowded classrooms with only 
a small number of pupils in any one particular grade or 
class. 'dhere fjrade enrollments are large (about tt'lenty 
or more), there is a good possibility that the students 
are or h ave been in a single-grade classroom and thus t-rill 
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have had a better chance to achieve. As the class 
enrollments drop below twenty it is most likely that Grade 
Six is not the only grade in the classroom. Since the 
average enrollment is above thirty per classroom in 
Ne\'ITf'oundland elementary schools 7 where the average 
enrollment for Grade Six is 1ow 7 there must be at least 
one other grade being taught in the room at the same time. 
Vlhen the class enrollment is extremely l0"\"1, it is not 
unusual to f'ind three, f'our, f'ive, or even more grades being 
taught in the same classroom by the same teacher. 
If' all the Grade Sixes studied were in schools in 
which Grade Six was the only grade occupying the teacher's 
time, then a negative correlation between class size and 
pupil achievement "rould be expected. 
Hypothesis 8: (a) There will be a positive correlation 
between the number of' pupils in the 
class and the pupils' total scores on 
the language skills test battery. 
(b) There will be a positive correlation 
between the number of' pupils in the 
class and the pupils' scores on the 
paragraph writing test. 
IX. AGE OF SCHOOL AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Another gross measure of' educational input is the 
age of' the school building in \IThich the pupils are taught. 
The age of' the school building might also be related to 
the general socioeconomic level of' the community. Most of' 
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the literature available on the effects of age of buildings 
on pupils' a chievement supportsthe contention that pupils 
in older buildings do not achieve as well as pupils in 
newer buildings, but all the available studies seem to 
deal with the problem in ·che urban context and me.y be of 
little relevance to this particular study. 
Hypothesis 9: (a) There will be a negative correlation 
between the ages of the schools and 
the pupils' total scores on the 
language skills test battery. 
(b) There will be a negative correlation 
between the ages of the schools and 
the pupils' scores on the paragraph 
t·rriting test. 
X. SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS VERSUS EDUCATIONAL FACTORS 
IN PUPILS ' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
The overall problem of this study is to determine 
whether the social and economic factors outside the direct 
control of the school are more closely associated 'llrith 
pupils • t-n-i tten language achievement than are school 
controlled factors. 
The socioeconomic f a ctors involved in this study 
are f a thers' occupa tions, mothers ' educa tion, siz e of 
family, a nd number of d a y s absent from s chool. The s chool 
input v a riables are teachers' qualifica tions, enrollment 
in cla ss, and a g e of school. Intellig ence is als o 
considered as it rela ted to both socioeconomic and 
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educational variables. 
Burkhead said as a result o£ experiments in the 
United States that variations in educational outcomes in 
large-city high schools, measured in terms o£ test scores 
are almost wholly conditioned by the socioeconomic 
environment of the neighborhood. 2 5 Other researchers~ 
including Coleman26 and Kitchen, 2 7 have come to similar 
conclusions. 
Hypothesis 10: The statistical analysis o£ the d ata 
t<~ill reveal that socioeconomic factors 
are more closely associated 'lfJith 
language achievement than are school 
input £actors. 
2 5Jesse Burkhea d with Thomas G. \v. 
Holland, In ut and Out ut in Lar e-Cit 
(Syracuse: Syracuse Un~vers~ty ress, 
2 6James s. Coleman, Equality o£ Educational 
O£Portunity (Wa shington, D.C.: u.s. Depa rtment o£ Health~ 
E ucation a nd We1£are, 1966). 
27o ·t ~· ~-
CHAPTER III 
THE r'IETHOD 
Information for this study "toms collected by three 
graduate students in educational administration at 
Memorial University. The three spent about a monij'h :in the 
area visiting the schools and collecting the data during 
the spring of 1968. This chapter sets forth the methods 
used to conduct the study. It describes in detail the 
sample, the instruments together with a discussion of 
their reliability and validity, the procedures used to 
collect d a ta and to process them. 
I. THE SAMPLE 
After much discussion \·Ji th the faculty advisor, 
the three researchers decided to accept all the Grade Six 
students in the political districts of Trinity North and 
Trinity South as their subjects of study. 
\'lby Trinity North and Trinity South? 
A f a irly l arge (over 500) pupil population was 
considered necessa ry for a study of this type, a nd tha t 
size population was found in the two areas combined. 
Neither a re a by itself would supply over 500 Grade Six es, 
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but in the combined area the Grade Six population \vas just 
over 800. 
A variety of socioeconomic conditions were 
required for comparison purposes, and these were believed 
to exist in the area selected, although subsequent 
investigation revealed a. lmver a verage condition in most 
factors than was suspected \'rben the study \·!as beinr; 
planned. Also, it was thought that there would be a 
relatively \·ride spread in the mothers 1 education, family 
size, and teachers 1 qualifications. Tba.t the whole area 
could be covered by private car was also an important 
factor in its selection. 
Why Grade Six? 
The general consensus of all gradu ate students in 
educational administration at Memorial University in 
1967-8 \vas that far too little attention \·ras being g iven 
to the very important question of the elementary schools, 
and it was agreed that a ll thesis work done that year 
would be concerned with some important aspect of those 
s chools. The three researchers concerned with this a nd 
the t'..,ro companion studies decided to concentrate their 
efforts on achievement s in the three basic a reas of 
reading, l a n g uage, and arithmetic in the e1ementary schoo1s. 
Since the study wa s to be restricted to rural and rura l-
urban areas, it •Has necessary to select a grade level that 
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would be found in most elementary schools and in most of 
the communities in the district. In areas with Central 
High Schools, Grade Seven and Eight pupils bad been taken 
out of the elementary schools; thus the highest grade in 
some elementary schools was Grade Six. Very young pupils 
were not suited for this particular study. If the 
schools do overcome scm~ of the handicaps of poor home 
environments, they need a reasonable amount of time. If 
only young pupils were considered, the result would be 
biased in favour of the socioeconomic variables. Thus it 
was decided to do the testing on the highest possible 
grade to be found in the elementary schools of the area. 
II. THE INSTRUMEt~TS 
The three categories of instruments used in this 
study measured: (a) pupil achievement, (b) social and 
economic factors in the pupils' backg round, and (c) the 
various school factors contributing to pupil achievement. 
The latter two categories overlap to some extent, since 
the school factors included are in part a reflection of 
the general socioeconomic level of the pupil's community. 
The Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test 
The Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test was employed 
t o g ive a measure of verbal intelligence. This test had 
received favourable reviews in the Fifth Mental Measurement 
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Yearbook. It had been standardized on more than 136,000 
children in 44 communities in 22 states of the United 
States. The alternate forms re1iabi1ities for the various 
levels and batteries range from .76 to .90, 'lfrhile split-
half re1iabi1ities are given as being over .90 for all but 
t1'lo of the sub-tests. 
\Vhile the re1iabi1i ty of the test is not doubted 
by the reviewers in Bures, the test validity is not so 
,.,ell established. HO\·rever, the general impression given 
by the reviewers is that the professional reputations cr 
the authors as 1-1e11 as their claims that the test is 
indeed valid, does ensure va1idity. 1 
The test has a mean I. Q. score of 100 and a 
standard deviation of 16 I. Q. points. 
Another reason for the use of the Large-Thorndike 
Intelligence Test in the present study is the fact that 
it is a group intelligence test which is quite simple to 
administer. The compilers say that the time limits are 
fairly liberal, .t'lhich means that the tests should get at 
a student's knov.rledge more than at his rate of working. 
The four subtests of the verbal battery used in this study 
require a total of 34 minutes working time on the part of 
the pupils. The first s ubtest requires 9 minutes; the 
1
oscar K. Bures (editor), The Fifth Mental 
Measurement Yea rbook (Net•T Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1960), 
479-84. 
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second, 8 minutes; the third, 10 minutes; and the fourth, 
7 minutes. 2 The two or three minutes required between 
each subtest for the giving of instructions permitted the 
students a short rest. 
The Language Skills Test Battery 
To test the pupils' achievement in language the 
Canadian Tests of Basic Skills \'Tere used. These tests are 
Canadian adaptations of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, 
carried out by Dr. Ethel r-1. King from the University of 
Calg ary in cooperation \'lith E.F. Lindquist and A.N. 
Hieronymus of the University of Io,.,a. 
Thomas Nelson and Sons (Canada) Limited, the 
distributor of the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills, say in 
their advertisement of the tests. 
The Canadian Tests of Basic Skills are concerned 
vrholly with the fundamentals of elementary school 
instruction - vTi th basic skills essential to 
success in any type of school vTOrk. Since the 
test battery measures the pupil's ability to put 
to use his acquired skills, no test or sub-tes t 
is concerned with repetition or identification 
of formal facts or rules. In the test situation 
the pupil ls required to use his skills just as 
he does in his regular school \•Tork. 
Tests for each grade a re ada pted specifica lly to 
that g rade u s ing f rom adjacent grades some of the 
test items ,.,hich a re a ppropriate for me a suring 
the e x treme rang es in the g r a de tested. All the 
tests for a ll grades ( g r a des 3 through 8) a re in 
one spiral-bound re-usable test booklet. 
2I rving Lorge a nd Robert L. 
Manual: The Lor e-Thorndike Intelli 
Bost on: Houghton M~ffl~n Compa ny, 
-~ 
i 
I 
The Canadian Tests o:f Basic Skills t..rere 
standardized to represent English-speaking 
Canadian students in all 10 provinces. More 
than 30,000 pupils 't'rere tested in over 200 
schools - separate and public schools, rural 
and urban schools, small one-room schools, 
large city and suburban schools. The norms 
are nationally representative.3 
The authors believe that the reliability and 
validity o:f the tests are adequate. 
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The Im..ra Tests o:f Basic Skills, :from \..rhich the 
Canadian Tests 't·.rere adapted, have also received :favourable 
comment :from Buros. Moreover, it should be remembered 
that the tests were used primarily to give ra\11" scores :for 
correlational purposes rather than :for grade equivalents 
or any other types of norms although the grade equivalents 
are used in Chapter IV :for descriptive purposes. 
The language skills battery requires a total o:f 
67 minutes pupil 1:rorkine; time. Test L-1: Spelling 
requires 12 minutes; L-2: Capitalization, 15 minutes; 
L-3: Punctuation, 20 minutes; and L-4: Usage, 20 minutes. 
The number of items in each sub-test are L-1, 46; L-2, 42; 
L-3, 42; and L-4, 32. 
The Paragraph Test 
The instrument used to measure the pupils' 
achievements in other than the mechanical aspects of the 
3Ethel M. King (Editor), Canadian Tests of Basic 
Skills (Advertisement) (Don Mills: Thomas Nelson and Sons 
Canada - Limite~ 
English language was · a paragraph \oJritten by each pupil.. 
The person administering this part of the tests ,.,as 
instructed to say to the students: 
You will. be given fifteen minutes to write a 
paragraph tel.l.ing 'llrhat you like best. Here is 
the title for your paragraph (tester will. \·Trite 
on board) 'vfuat I Like Best•. Please try to 
write as \·Tell. as you can. Pay attention to 
your spelling, capitalization, punctuation, etc.~ 
but try to make your paragraph very interesting.~ 
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The foregoing instructions were given to each 
group of students, and any student questions \-rere ans'IJ'rered 
before the students started working. For example, some 
students asked: "Does that mean v;hat food I l.ike best?" 
to \•Ihich the tester replied: "Not necessarily. It could 
be what book you l.ike best, or which T.V. program, sport, 
game, person, way of spending a holiday, or anything you 
think you like best". Students then usually spent two or 
three minutes thinking before starting to \..rri te. At l.east 
ninety per cent of the students found the fifteen minutes 
to be ampl.e time :for \..rriting the paragraph. 
A paragraph \..ras required in addition to the 
Canadian Tests o:f Basic Skills bec:E~.u.se it was fel.t that 
language ability coul.d not be measured adequately by a 
mere test of tbe child's ability in the mechanics o:f the 
language. It was felt that a test should be devised and 
4see Appendix J. 
used \IThich would give the pupil a chance to use his 
imagination and his o~m particular mode of expression. 
Three variables were considered in selecting and 
marking the paragraph; ( i) the assignment varia.ble, 
(ii) the writer variable, and (iii) the rater variable. 
Each of these variables is discussed in the follmiTing 
paragraphs. 
The assignment variable. It is an accepted fact 
that the topic assigned to be -...1ri tten about must be 
selected with a great deal of care. It is a ':Jell-
documented fact that if several topics are assigned as 
alternative topics from \IThicb one or two could be chosen 
by the studen·t, a student's rating might depend on the 
topic he chose more than on bm..,r well be "l.vrote. 5 
Accordingly, it was decided to control the effects o~ 
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the topic on the quality of writing by presenting the 
students with a single topic. This mea nt tha t a topic b a d 
to be found 1.vhicb t-lould not be too abstra ct for the 
students, would be sufficiently familia r to all, and would 
be of interest to the whole group of e xaminees. 
The writer variable. It seems to be a n obvious 
f a ct tha t many res e a rchers purporting to measure "1.-Tri tine; 
a bility, a ctua lly measure a student' s performance on a 
5F.I. Godshalk , F. Swineford, a nd \v.E. Coffma n, 
The Measurement o f Writin Abilit ( N e'llr York: College 
Entrance Examina tion Bo a rd, 1 66 • 
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given topic on a given day. Braddock, et. al. point out 
that composition examinations, a1thou6h they are often 
referred to as measures of writing "ability", are 11 al'lllays 
measures of '\>Tri ting performance; that is, '"hen one 
evaluates a sample of student's •·.rri ting, he cannot be sure 
that the student is fully using his ability, is writing 
as \'lell as he canu. 6 The student in any testing situation 
is subject to a broad but finite range of' distractions: 
he may suffer from personal concerns, annoyances 'lrTi th the 
examination room, etc. 
Kincaid, in his study, concluded that: 
A single paper written by a student on a given 
topic cannot be considered as a valid basis for 
evaluating his achievement in a writing course 
any time, unless that student's writing ability 
was rather low; and, even then, a single paper 
,.,.ould not provide an infallible basis for such 
an evaluation.? 
Kincaid also found that an individual's daily 
~rriting performance varies considerably, e s pecially the 
performance of' better writers. 8 In 1964, Diederich wrote 
6R. Braddock, R. Lloyd-Jones , and L. Schoer, 
Research in Hritten Composition (Ill~nois: National Council 
of' Teachers of' Englis h, 1963), 6. 
7G.L. Kincaid, 11Some factors a ffecting Varia tions 
in the Quality of Student's vlri ting, 11 Research in \A/ri tten 
Composition, R. Braddock, et al.editors (Illinois: NOTE, 
1963), 83-95. -- --
8Ibid., 84-5. 
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that about one fourth of a group of University of Chicago 
s~udents changed their marks as a result of writing a 
second test, but that less than five per cent changed 
their marks as a result of \orriting a third. The above 
studies are examples of many that point to the existence 
of a writer variab1e.9 
Despite the overwhelming arguments in favour of 
more than one example of each student's \ll'ri t:ing, :it :is 
common practice :in the schools to set or require only one 
essay or paragraph at examination time and to use the mark 
on that paper as part of the evaluation of the student's 
writing ability. Under ideal conditions, this researcher 
would have gone to the students on at least two different 
occasions and required them to write on at least two 
different topics. Ho\'lever, the size of the geographical 
area covered and the obvious limitations of time and 
money made this impossible, so the researcher decided to 
emulate the usual school practice and evaluate the students 
on the basis of one example of their writing while fully 
admitting that in many :individual cases the results 
obtained may not be a true measure of the child's 
performance or achievement. One paragraph '"as decided 
upon in preference to t\'10 because of the number of tests 
9For most of the studies quoted :in connection \·lith 
the three variables being considered here, the researcher 
:is :indebted to Dr. E. Jones who at the time was pursuing 
doctoral studies at the University of Alberta. 
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involved in the 'ilhole project. The total project already 
involved about five hours of testing. 
The rater variable. That inter-rater variations 
in composition marking exists is a \\Tell documented fact. 
Literally thousands of studies have sbo\'Tn that different 
markers 'I.·Till assign '1.-.•idely varying scores to the same 
composition, and that the same marker '.·rill as sign 
different scores at different times. When researchers have 
taken the time to devise ways to mitigate the subjectivity 
and reduce some of the biases that occur in evaluating 
essays, the unreliability of scores can be reduced 
appreciably. Hany researchers have obtained nigh reader 
reliabilities in analytic reading by follo\•Jing carefully 
defined criteria. The follet·ring are examples: Buxton 
reported reader reliabilities ranging from .88 to .91, 
Kincaid, from .77 to .91, and Finlayson, from .?9 to 
.96.10 
Similarly,~h holis tic or impres sionis tic g r a ding 
of e s s a ys, high inter-rater reliabilities h a ve been 
obtained when researchers have esta blished sta nda rds for 
the ratings by furnishing readers ·1.-.ri th copies of s ample 
essays for inspection and discussion and by having rea ders 
do some pra ctice ma rking . 
10Ibid. 
It thus seems highly desirable that more than one 
rater be used to get the most reliable scores on each 
student's writing. However, the necessary resources to 
employ a second rater were not available, and so the 
decision "'as made to use the one holistic rating made by 
the researcher himself. \vi th due consideration to the 
arguments about analytic versus holistic rating, and 
considering the pressures of extra time and the avail-
ability of money that analytical reading and the employment 
of extra readers would require, the researcher adopted 
single, holistic rating for purposes of this investigation. 
After the decision to use one rater and the 
holistic method of rating, the decision was made to use a 
t\ITenty-point scale. Many arguments could be advanced for 
using a more compact scale, even a three or four-point one, 
but a wider distribution of scores was thought desirable 
for correlation purposes and it was felt that finer 
discriminations could result from the use of the larger 
scale. In Grades Nine and Ten, the Public Ex amination 
essay question is marked according to a thirty-point 
scale. In many elementary schools \·Tith >·rhich the 
researcher has had contact, twenty per cent or twenty 
marks are given for t h e essa y or para gra ph, depending on 
the grade level involved. Since a conscious attempt was 
being made to use evaluative procedures that could be or 
were being used in the schools, the tw·enty-point scale 
for ev~luating the paragraphs was finally selected. 
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To gain practice in the marking of the Grade Six 
paragraphs, and to confirm his impressions of •~hat might 
reasonably be expected from a pupil in that grade, the 
researcher, with the cooperation of the principal and the 
Grade Six teachers of a United Church elementary school 
in St. John's, obtained about 240 Grade Six ~itten 
paragraphs on a variety of topics. These paragraphs were 
arranged by topic, scored, and put away .f'or several •~eeks. 
At the end of that time, the paragraphs were scored a 
second time and a comparison of the t'IITO maries t'la.s made. 
On factual paragraphs, the correlations between the first 
and the second readings ranged from .89 to .95, while on 
imaginative topics the ~orrelations ranged from .75 to .90. 
These results were sufficient to convince the 
researcher that his marking \·las reasonably consistent, and 
that it could be relied on to give a crude indication of 
the student's writing abilities. The fact that another 
and more objective measure of l a nguage a chievement t•ms 
also being used in the study, made the acceptance of the 
single paragraph, scored holistically according to a 
t-...renty-point scale, more p a latable. 
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Home Questionnaire 
As explained elsewhere, the testing project \'las 
divided into t1:10 groups o:f tests, those to be given in an 
afternoon session and those to be given in a morning 
session. When a child had completed one lot o:f tests he 
was given a copy of the home questionnaire and asked to 
take it home and have it completed so that he could hand 
it in before he wrote the second lot of tests.11 The 
majority o:f students :followed this procedure, but 
naturally a :fev1 :forgot. The latter \'lere instructed to 
give their completed :forms to their class teacher with 
whom mailing instructions had been le:ft. Even then a 
number of home questionnaires were not received. Most o:f 
these were collected by the researcher a week later. 
Some o:f the home questionnaire :forms were checked 
by teachers or principals who had spent a number o:f years 
in tht3 community, a nd according to them the information 
reported seemed to be correct. This type of informal 
checking t.·ras only done \•!here there was real evidence that 
the person consulted did know the :families concerned. No 
attempt >vas made other'l:'rise to check the truth o:f the 
parents reporting on this :form. However, the researchers 
:feel that the parents did give reliable information on the 
forms, and that the questions asked were valid ones. 
11see Appendix D. 
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Teachers' Questionnaire 
Sometime during the ~irst testing session in her 
classroom, the teacher was given a copy o~ the teachers' 
questionnaire and asked to have it completed before the 
end of the second testing session.12 When the testing 
was done in a place other than a particular teacher's 
classroom, that teacher '"as sent a copy of the form, 
usually via one of the pupils from her class. The 
completed ~orm was either returned the same way or mailing 
instructions \•Jere le~t \..rith the teacher. 
Whenever a teacher was not sure of the ans\>J'er to 
some question, particularly the one asking the age of the 
school, she was asked to consult board members, school 
records, or older people in the community so that the 
question could be answered as accurately as possible. The 
general condition of the building and the type of structure 
also enabled the researchers to make an informal check on 
the accuracy o~ the information supplied. 
All but two teacher questionnaires '"ere returned 
to the researchers. The teachers appeared interested and 
most help~ul in contributing to the T:!hole project, and as 
far as could be determined had no reason to report 
information incorrectly. It is believed that the 
questionnaire gave the researchers reliable in~ormation. 
12see Appendix G. 
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III. DATA COLLECTION 
Three separate studies were being conducted using 
the same sample population so that much time t·ras saved by 
having each researcher administer the whole bloc of tests 
to about one third of the pupils \-.rhile the other t\•ro 
researchers did likewise, at the same time. 
Gathering Information About The Schools 
After the decision 't>las made to use the Gra de Six 
pupils of Trinity North and Trinity South, the five 
Superintendents of Education and the Director of 
Amalgamated schools Here contacted. Permission was sought 
from, and granted by them for the three researchers to go 
to the Department of Education in Confederation Building 
to exa mine the various lists of s chools maintained by the 
several g roups. From Depa rtmenta l records, with a great 
deal of assistance from the Superintendents, their 
Assista nts a nd staffs , the re s e a rchers compiled a lis t of 
a ll the schools in the t\...ro dis tricts. Lis ted a t the same 
time were the n a me s of the v a rious principa ls, the n a mes 
of the school board chairmen, a nd the Grade Six enrollment 
in e a ch s chool. 
Letters \·:ere 'l."lritten to the Superintendents 
requesting permission for t he resea rchers to conta ct the 
school boards and principa ls. A copy of the letter to 
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the Superintendents is included in the appendix. 1 3 
All of the Superintendents replied, assuring the 
group of their interest and cooperation and granting 
permission to contact the necessary people in the schools. 
The replies from the Superintendents have been included 
. th d" 14 ~n e a-ppen ~x. 
Contacting ~he Schools 
A form letter was then drafted and mailed to each 
school board chairman • 1 5 The letter 'ltlas so \•rorded that 
only those boards ,.,hich had any objections to, or 
questions about, the study needed to re-ply. No reply was 
considered permission to go ahead ..,..,ith the next phase of 
the study. Happily, not one negative reply or objection 
was received from the boards. 
As the letter to the boards stated, the 
researchers vrere to make personal contact v1ith the various 
school princi-pals in the latter -part of April or early 
May of 1968. Personal contact with the principal was 
preferred for a number of reasons. The study could not be 
done well 'lrri thout their cooperation, so the personal 
l3see Appendix A. 
14see Appendix B. 
1 5see Ap-pendix c. 
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contact enabled the researchers to explain in detail the 
nature and the purpose of the proposed study, and at the 
same time the researchers and the principals '"ere able to 
set up a mutually acceptable testing schedule. 
On April 25, 1968, the three researchers travelled 
to separate parts of the selected area and began contacting 
the school principals and the Grade Six teachers in the 
region from Sibley's Cove to George's Brook, including 
Random Island and South \.Vest Arm. The \>!hole of this 
region was covered in the three days, April 25, 26, and 27. 
The principals and teachers t.,rere presented '"ith a pre-
arranged testing schedule and asked to make comments or 
suggestions regarding its feasibility. The modifications 
suggested '"ere incorporated into a revised schedule \IThich 
was subsequently followed. The purposes of the studies 
were explained to the principals and teachers involved 
and, '"i th :fe\v exceptions, all assured the researchers of 
their cooperation and assistance. 
Grouping 
Where possible and convenient, pupils were brought 
together in centra l locations :for testing. Centres 
readily accessible to all pupils "rere selected and 
transportation arranged :for the students needing it. 
The usual form o.f tra nsport was the researchers' O\,Tn cars, 
but in several cases buses and taxis were hired. A number 
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of teachers ~~d principals volunteered their cars to 
assist in pupil transport. A list of the schools involved 
and the testing centres is included in the appendix.16 
The Testing Schedule 
The testing schedule was arranged to begin on 
April 30, 1968, but because of a delay in receiving the 
necessary testing materials, the first day was missed and 
the actual testing began on the second day of the pre-
arranged schedule, May 1. The missed day \vas picked up 
at the end of the schedule. 
The test material vms divided into t\'ITO major 
groups. The morning testing period began 1·rith the 
Canadian Tests of Basic Skills, language tests. The 
Spelling subtest, L-1, \·las given first. This \•ras fo11m·red 
by the Capitalization subtest~ L-2; then the Punctuation 
subtest, L-3; and the Usage subtest, L-4. Each of these 
subtests was separated by a t\vO or three minutes rest 
period in addition to tb,e time taken by the test 
administrator to deliver the necessary instructions. The 
instructions \vere given exactly as in the a ccompanying 
Administrator's Nanual. Upon completion of the language 
b attery , the pupils vrere a11 01•Jed a ten to fifteen minute 
recess period. At the end of the recess period the pupils 
1 6see Appendix I. 
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returned and completed ~n order the two mathemat~cs sub-
tests. Thus the language and the methemat~cs part o£ the 
Canad~an Tests o£ the Bas~c Sk~lls took up the \'!hole 
morn~ng sess~on. 
The a£ternoon test~ng sess~on was taken up by the 
Nelson Read~ng test, the Paragraph Wr~t~ng Test, and the I. 
Q. test, ~n that order. The three major tests were 
separa ted by two £our or f~ve m~nute rest per~ods. The 
two subtests of the read~ng test 'llrere separated by a t\.,o 
or three m~nute rest per~od, as were the £our subtests of 
the ~ntell~gence test used. 
The test~ng schedule \'las set up so tha t no student 
spent more than one half a day at a t~me \orr~ t~ng the 
tests. A pup~l \•rho started by \-Tr~ting the morn~ng lot of 
test s did not vrr~te aga~n until the follow~ng afternoon, 
wh ile a student vrho sta rted 'IITi th the a fternoon lot of 
tests completed h~s contr~bution the follow~ng morn~ng. 
Th~s procedure ,.,as str~ctly adhered to \·J~ th one or two 
m~nor except~ons. 
IV. PROCESSING THE DATA 
Scor~ng 
As far a s poss~ble, a t t he end o f e a ch d a y the 
t hre e res e a rchers g ot together to s ort out t he d a y' s 
intake of tes t s and to begin marking . All commerc~al tests 
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were band scored by the individual researchers for each 
~articular part that concerned his study. The company-
supplied, hand scoring masks were used for the Canadian 
Tests of Basic Skills, and the Reading tests t•rere self 
scoring. The paragraphs, \'rritten as part of the measure 
o:f language achievement, v1ere all scored by the researcher 
doing this particular study. Since this is one area of 
the study involving subjective marking, the method of 
treatment of the paragraph has been treated in detail in 
the preceding section. 
Coding 
\vithin tt'lo days of the completion of the testing 
programme, all the tests had been scored. The results 
were then tabulated and coded for processing by the 
Memorial University Computer Centre. 
Each pupil was assigned a computer number starting 
t-Tith OOl and .finishing \·lith 770. However, some of' these 
students were later dropped .from the final analysis because 
certain in.formation about them had not been obtained. 
1'1other' s education ,.,as coded as sho'l.'m in Appendix 
E according to an eighteen-point scale (0 - 18), '\-rith a 
number being assigned to each pupil to indicate the number 
of' years of' formal education his mother had received. 
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On the Bl~shen Scale the father's occupat~on was 
assigned a number bet\•reen 32.0 (low) and 90.0 (high) • 1 7 
The scale bas a mean of 50 and a standard dev~ation of 10. 
To avoid working 't'Jitb decimals, each number assigned to 
individual pupils as their "score 11 on this measure, 't-ras 
multiplied by ten. Thus, the occupation of fisherman, 
't..rhicb according to the scale has a score of 36.9, 't'Tas 
coded as 369 for the computer. 
The number of children under e~ghteen years of 
age and living at home was merely recorded directly off 
the home questionnaire. No manipulating t·Tas necessary. 
The number reported on the questionnaire became the 
pupil's score on this measure. 
Because the number of days lost by each pupil was 
not al'~~<Tays a whole number, the results reported by the 
tea chers 't"'ere a gain multiplied by ten to avoid decimals. 
Thus, a pupil ,..,ho had lost 12 1/2 days had his score 
coded as 125 on the computer data sheets. 
The I. Q.'s were simply recorded as determined by 
the test. No manipulation of scores \•ra s necessary. The 
same applied to the scores for total reading, spelling, 
capitaliza tion, punctuation, u s age, tota l language and 
1 7see Appendi::-.c F. 
paragraph \·.rr:it:ing. The class enrollment and the age o:f 
the school were similarly treated. 
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The teachers' grades or licences were coded accord-
ing to an eleven-point scale (1 - ll) as sho\m :in 
Appendix H. Each pupil \•ras assigned an appropriate 
"score" according to his teach&r's number o:f years o:f 
:formal training as a teacher. 
Computing 
After the data had been coded and recorded on the 
appropriate sheets, the :information was punched onto IBM 
cards by employees o:f the Memorial University Computer 
Centre. The inter-correlation matrices presented in 
Appendix K were then computed by the Centre on its IBM 
1600 machine. Random samples were selected and computed 
by band to con:f:irm the accuracy o:f the data supplied by 
the Centre. 
Later, multiple correlation coe:f:f:ic:ients were 
computed at the Centre.18 Each criterion, total language, 
and p a ragraph wr:i t:ing, \<las treated against the various 
predictors :for boys and g:irls separately and then for the 
total group. The results o:f the multiple correlation 
18stepw:ise regression procedures \'Iere used, \'r:itb 
the ten :independent variables added :in the order :indicated 
in Tables XL to XLV. At each step a coefficient o:f multiple 
regression was computed to :indicate the importance o:f add-
ing each successive variable. See Jesse Burkhead et al. 
Input a nd Output :in Large-Cit~ High Schools (Syracuse: 
Syracuse Un:ivers:ity Press, 19 7),~9. 
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analysis are used in Chapter v, mainly in connection with 
Hypothesis 10. It 'i.oJill be noted that in Tables XL to XLV 
there is a difference in the order in \•Thich the predictor 
variables •:;ere added -r.o the model. In this type of 
analysis, the order in which the variables are added does 
not affect the result. 
CHAPrER IV 
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 
This chapter reports the distribution of pupils 
classified by each of the several variables used in the 
study, that is, by sex, intelligence, fathers' occupation, 
mothers' education, family size, days absent, teachers' 
qualifications, classroom enrollment, age of school, 
spelling scores, capitaliza tion scores, punctuation 
scores, usage scores, total language scores, and paragraph 
writing scores. Some relationships among variables are 
noted. Hov1ever, the testing of hypotheses is deferred 
until the next chapter. 
A check \·lith the Department of Education records 
sho\·Ted that as of J anuary 31, 1968, there were 805 pupils 
in Grade Six in the various schools of Trinity North and 
Trinity South. At the time of the testing project it v1as 
found that the number of students available for study \'llas 
791. P art of the difference is due to the possible excess 
of transfers out over transfers in plus the fact that one 
school could not be included because of a local problem 
at the time the testing was carried out. 
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I. SEX 
Naturally, some of the students were absent from 
class for all or part of the testing. Some part at least 
of the total testing programme was done by 770 of the 791 
students available in the area. However, complete 
information on all variables, test scores, parent 
questionnaires and teacher questionnaires, \'Jere found for 
68~ pupils, made up of 361 boys and 323 girls. The 
foregoing data are presented in Table l. 
TABLE I 
GRADE SIX POPULATION - TRINITY NORTH A}ID TRINITY SOUTH 
Time 
Dept. of Ed. Records, Jan. 31, 1968 
School Registers, April 30, 1968 
Included in Test Program, May l - 16 
Complete Data Secured 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
361 
323 
Number 
805 
791 
770 
68~ 
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As shown in Table II, 7 6 0 wrote the language test, 
including 404 boys and 356 girls. Since the languag e test 
was not written in the s ame session as the para graph test, 
the number \•rriting the latter was 743 made up of 389 boys 
and 354 girls. 
For each section of this chapter, the number of 
subjects for whom d a ta a re reported will be sta ted in e a ch 
c a se a nd in the individual tables . As some data were 
ava ilable for 791 students but complete date for only 
684, the number included in each report and in each table 
will v a ry a ccording to the amount of in.forma tion ava ila ble. 
In Cha pter V only those 684 pupils for \'rhom com-
plete data t.·rere availa ble could be ana lyzed \·lith loca lly 
availa ble computer programs. 
TABLE II 
GRADE SIX PUPILS I NCLUDED I N LANGUAGE STUDY, HAY 196 8 
Pupils Total Lan guage Par agr a ph \vri ting 
Boys 404 389 
Girls 3 56 354 
Tota l 760 7 4 3 
-~ 
I 
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II. INTELLIGENCE 
The folloHing table presents a frequency 
distribution of the I. Q. 's of the Grade Six pupi~.s in the 
area studied, and compares them v1ith the population on 
which the test was standardized. 
T·No main points are apparent from the follov1ing 
table. First the mean I. Q. for the Grade Six pupils of 
the area studied tV'as five points below tha.t o.:f the 
norming population. The norms with vrhich the pupils are 
being compared are those established on the basis of the 
performance of 136.,000 children in forty-four communities 
in ttV"enty-t\V'O states of the United States., and such a 
comparison may not be justi.:fied. 
The second significant point apparent in Table 
III is that the mean I. Q. of the boy;' ,-. .r~ s six points 
below that of the girls. 
III. FATHERS 1 OCCUPATIONS 
Table IV classifies the 722 pupils for whom data 
\'lere obtained according to the Blishen categ ories of 
.fathers' occupations. The Blisben scale may be used in 
tt'lO ways, for correlational analysis and .for clas s i.:fication. 
For correlational analysis the scale supplied a. number or 
score for each occupation, as for exa mple-.:fisherman 3 6 .9. 
TABLE III 
PUPILS CLASSIFIED BY I. Q. 
Pu]2ils in stud;y: 
I. Q. Range Boys Girls Total Normal 
N % N 76 N % Population % 
132 or more 4 1.0 10 2.8 14 1.9 2.0 
116 - 132 30 7.7 33 9.5 63 8.4 14.0 
100 - 116 72 18.4 104 29.5 176 23. 6 34.0 
84 - 100 1?5 4-4-.6 155 4-4-.0 330 4-4-.3 34.0 
68 - 8/t 99 25.0 46 13.1 145 19.5 14.0 
Less than 68 13 3.3 4 1.1 1? 2.3 2.0 
Total 393 100.0 352 100.0 745 100.0 100.0 
Mean 92.3 98.3 95.1 100 
S. D. 14.8 14.9 15.1 16 
.J 
TABLE IV 
FATHERS' OCCUPATIONS GROUPED INTO SOCIAL CLASSES OF THE BLISHEN SCALE 
Fathers' Range Number Per cent Cumulative 
Occupational of each in each of 
Classes Class Class Total Per cent 
1 73.2-90.0 3 ~4 100.0 
2 57.0-72.9 37 5.1 99.6 
3 52.0-56.9 8 1.1 94-.5 
4 50.5-51.9 19 2.5 93.4-
5 54-.1-50.4- 110 15.2 90.9 
6 41.8-45.0 207 28.7 75.7 
7 32.0-4-1.8 339 47.0 47.0 
Total 722 100.0 
(J) 
1\) 
.J 
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For purposes of div~ding the occupations into status groups 
the scale provides seven classes. The seven occupational 
classes range from a high of class one to a low of class 
seven. 
When the fathers were divided into classes 
according to this scale, some very revealin~ figures 
emerged. Less than one-half of one per cent of the 
fathers ,_,rere in class one while forty-seven per cent or 
almost half were in class seven. 
A commentary on the occupational levels in the 
districts of Trinity North and Trinity South is contained 
in the fact that classes six and seven, the two lowest 
occupationa l cla sses on the scale used, account for over 
75 per cent of the 722 fathers of whom the occupations 
\vere kno\'rn. People in these 101.-.r occupa tional classes 
cannot reasonably be expected to allocate large amounts of 
money for schooling for their children. While they may be 
a\IJare of tb.e value of an educat ion for themselves and t heir 
children, they l a ck the necess a ry means a nd often the 
kno\·.rledge to do anything constructive about the situation. 
Of the various measures o f socioeconomic s t atu s 
cons~dered for use in this study, it was felt that the 
Blishen scale was the best. However, there a re some 
obvious "lrleaknesses which lessen its v a lue. For example, 
the scale assigns all fishermen the score of 36.9 regardless 
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of whether they have a large investment in boats and gear 
or are simply employees of other fishermen. The necessity 
of a revised scale with peculiar adaptations to fit the 
Newfoundland scene will be considered again in the section 
dealing ,,rith recommendations for further study and research. 
With better instruments for the classification of fathers' 
occupations, a researcher t'lould probably find an even 
closer association between pupil I. Q. and this measure of 
socioeconomic status. 
IV. MOTHERS' EDUCATION 
A tabulation of the education of the mothers of the 
Grade Six students tested revealed that the information 
was available for mothers of 754- of the total number of 
students. The distribution of that 754- is presented in 
Table V. Included in the same table are comparative 
education data for women in a roughly similar age group 
and place of residence in the Province of Net-Tfoundland and 
Labrador as a whole. 
About l8 per cent of the mothers in the study 
have less than grade five education, which would make them 
functional illiterates as defined by the 1961 census. 
More reruistically, two-thirds have never entered high-
school and a bare five and one-half per cent have received 
any schooling beyond Grade Eleven. This low level of 
.., 
I 
TABLE V 
EDUCATION OF THE MOTHERS OF THE GRADE SIX PUPILS IN TRINITY NORTH AND TRINITY SOUTH 
Number of Years Number in each Per Cent in Cumulative Schooling of Nfld. Rural 
of Schooling Category each Group Per Cent Non-farm Women age 2!-64. 
Cumulative Per Cent. 
0 5 .7 .7 5.6 
1 5 .7 1.4 2 18 2.4 3.8 
3 32 4.2 8.o 
4 72 9.5 17.5 
5 73 9.7 27.2 30.3 
6 90 11.9 39.1 
7 75 9.9 49.0 
8 143 19.0 68.0 68.9 
9 95 12.7 80.7 
10 56 7.4 88.1 87.4 
11 49 6.5 94.6 95.1 
12 35 4.6 99.2 
13 3 .4 99.6 
14 2 .3 99.9 99.9 
15-t- 1 .1 100.0 100.0 
Median Mothers' Education • • • 7 years. 
Mean Mothers' Education • • • 7 years. 
Totai ?54 IOO.O (J'I \11 
1The percentages quoted in this column have been calculated from the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics reports for 1961. 
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formal schooling is similar to that for all rural non-
farm \..romen betvreen the ages of 25 and 64 in Ne\oJf'oundland. 
A number of studies have suggested that the 
quality of a child's language development is directly 
related to his opportunities to interact verbally \·Ti th 
adults. They point out that children raised in 
institutions are more retarded than are children in normal 
homes and that t\..rins develop in language areas more slo\..rly 
than single children. The more sophisticated the child-
adult interaction, the more will be extended the child's 
power of' verbalization and use of the language.1 
The usual Ne· . .,:foundland child-rearing practices 
give the child a f'ar greater opportunity to communicate 
verbally t•rith the mother than t..rith the f'ather, thus, the 
education of' the mother should be a larg e f'actor in 
determining the level of sophistication of the communication. 
Less 1·rell educated mothers tend to communicate more in 
non-verbal \'lays and to be less concerned 'l...ri th answering a 
child's ques tions or expla ining things to him. 
Of' course there is also a definite association 
bet·1.-1een :father's occupation and mother's education a s c a n 
be seen in T a ble VI which presents the correlation 
coe:ff'icients between these two v a riables. It seems f'rom 
1strodtbeck, loc. cit. 
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Table VI that the pupils with the better educated mothers 
are also the ones with fathers in the better occupational 
classes. The combination of these two factors would appear 
to give some students certain advantages over other students. 
TABLE VI 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN FATHERS' OCCUPATION 
AND MOTHERS' EDUCATION 
Pupils 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
N 
361 
323 
684 
r 
V. Size of Family 
Level of 
Significance 
.001 
.01 
.001 
Table VII classifies the pupils according to the 
number of siblings in each pupil's home. It is worth noting 
from the table that 63 per cent of the pupils belong to 
families of four or more children. 
For the 684 students used in the correlational 
analysis in Chapter V some means for family size were made 
available by the Computer Centre of Memorial University. 
The mean family size for the total population was 4.? with 
a standard deviation of 2.4. The median family size, as 
shown in Table VII, was 4.6. 
TABLE VII 
SIZE OF FAMILY 
Number of' Total. Cumulative 
Children N 9, Per Cent 
1 56 7-4 100.0 
2 84 11.1 92.6 
3 1.41 18.7 81.5 
4 11.1 1.4.7 62.8 
5 119 15.8 48.1 
6 84 11.1 32.3 
7 59 7-8 21.2 
8 47 6.2 13.4 
9 29 3.8 7-2 
10 1.2 1.6 3-4 
11 11 1.5 1.8 
1.2+ 2 
-3 -3 
Total. 755 100.0 
r-1ean 4.7 
S. D. 2.4 
I"ledian 4.6 
As sbm-rn in Table VIII, size of' f'amil.y bears no 
reliable relationship to fathers occupation or mother's 
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education. There is, boltrever, a statistical.l.y significant 
correlation between size of' family and pupil. I. Q. 
l 
TABLE VIII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BET1,f.EEN FAMILY SIZE AND 
THREE OTHER VARIABLES (N = 684) 
2 3 4 
1.00 -.04 -.07 -.17 l. Family Size 
1.00 .32 .32 2. Mothers' Education 
l.OO .27 3- Fathers' Occupation 
1.00 4. I. Q. 
Note: All correlations over .16 are signi.:ficant at the 
.05 level or higher. 
VI. DAYS ABSENT 
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Table IX presents the arithmetic means of days 
absent .:for both boys and girls and for the whole group. As 
reported in Table X there is no statistically signi.:ficant 
relationship bet1.·1een days absent and any o.:r the other 
socioeconomic variables or pupil I. Q. 
Pupils 
Boys 
Girls 
T otal 
TABLE IX 
DAYS ABSENT 
N 
361 
323 
684 
r1ean 
7.7 
9.1 
8.4 
TABLE X 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETv~N DAYS ABSENT AND 
FOUR OTHER VARIABLES (N = 684) 
1 2 3 4 5 
1.00 -.14 -.09 .05 -.l3 l. Days Absent 
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1.00 .32 -.04 
-32 2. Mothers' Education 
1.00 -.06 .27 3. Fathers' Occu-pation 
1.00 -.17 4. Family S:i.ze 
1.00 5- I. Q. 
Note: All coefficients over .16 are s:i.gn:i.f:i.cant at 
the .05 level. 
VII. TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS 
The qualifications of the teachers :included :in the 
study ranged from emergency su-pply to grade three licence. 
About 42 per cent of the teachers :in the area have a B-
l:i.cence or less, compared w:i.th 25 per cent :in the province 
as a whole. This means that about 16 per cent more of the 
teachers :in the area studied than :in Newfoundland as a 
whole have never been :in un:i.vers:i.ty. Of course, there are 
obvious weaknesses :in comparing the teachers of the Grade 
S:i.x classes with the teachers of the whole province. If 
figures "Ytere available shm11:i.ng the formal qual:i.ficat:i.ons of 
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all the Sixth Grade teachers in the province, the situation 
may not be much worse in the a rea than in the province 
itseLf. 
At the time o£ the study, there was no Grade Six 
pupil in either Trinity North or Trinity South being taught 
by a teacher with Grade Four or higher. Not one \•Tas in 
contact \•Tith a teacher holding a degree £rom any university. 
Because two teacher questionnaires were not 
received, in£ormation on their teachers' qualifications was 
available £or only 766 o£ the pupils. Roughly 35 per cent 
o£ the pupils were being taught by licenced teachers, and 
the remainder by teachers with Grade one, t\.ro, or three. 
Table XI shows the quali£ications o£ the teachers 
in the area and compares them with those of the teachers 
in the whole province. The distribution of pupils according 
to teachers' qualifications is presented in Table XII. 
The Department o£ Education report on teachers' 
qualifications did not distinguish the various classes of 
licences belo\IJ A, thus the three lowest have been added 
together in Table XI for purposes o£ comparison \~Yi th the 
Department's figures. 
TABLE XI 
QUALIFICATIONS OF THE TEACHERS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY 
AND A COMPARISON WITH THE TOTAL PROVINCE 
Licence 
or 
Grade 
D 
C or P 
B 
A 
1. 
2 
3 
4+ 
Total. 
Number 
of 
Teachers 
8 
22 
2 
5 
25 
1.0 
5 
0 
?? 
Per Cent 
o:f 
Total. 
1.0.4 
28.6 41.6 
2.6 
6.5 
32.5 
1.2.9 
6.5 
o.o 
1.00.0 
Provincial 
Per Cent 
1.967-8 
25.2 
3.2 
36.8 
1.2.4 
5.8 
1.6.6 
1.00.0 
Source: Department o:f Education Newsletter, Volume 1.9, 
Number 3 (December, 1967). 
?2 
Teacher 
TABLE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS ACCORDING TO 
TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS 
PuJ2ils 
Qualifications Number Per Cent Cum. Per 
D 4-7 6.0 6.0 
c or p 14-l 18.0 24-.0 
B 23 2.9 26.9 
A 67 8.5 35-l!-
1 280 35-5 70.9 
2 178 22.7 93.6 
3 50 6.4 lOO.O 
Total 786 100.0 
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Table XIII presents the inter-correlations between 
tea chers' qualifications and mothers' education, fathers' 
occupations, size of family, days absent and pupil I. Q. 
As will be noted from the table, none of the variables 
considered correlate with teachers' qualifications at an 
acceptable level of significance. 
TABLE XIII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS 
AND FIVE OTHER VARIABLES 
(N : 684) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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1.00 .08 .12 .02 -.06 .13 1 • Teacher Qualificati~ns 
1.00 • 32 -.04 -.14 .32 2. Mothers' Education 
1.00 -.06 -.09 .27 3. Fathers' Occupation 
1.00 • 06 -.17 4 • Size of Family 
1.00 -.13 5- Days Absent 
1.00 6. I. Q. 
Note: All coefficients over .16 are significant at the 
.05 level. 
VIII. CLASSROOM ENROLLMENT 
Asmown in Table XIV following, the 791 students 
were found spread throughout 77 classrooms in 76 schools 
in 64 communities. The Grade Six class enrollment varied 
from 1 to 34. One-quarter of the students were enrolled in 
classes of nine pupils or less, and three-quarters in 
classes of 25 or less. Only one-quarter of all the Grade 
Six pupils in the area were found in classes of 27 or more; 
thus only one-quarter have had the advantage of being 
taught in a single-grade classroom for any length of time. 
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TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE SIX PUPILS BY CLASS ENROLLMENT 
Class Number Total. Enroll.- Cumul.- Per Cent Cumul.-
Enroll.- o£ each ment in each ative in each ative 
ment size si:.!ie class Total. size el.ass Per Cent 
1 3 3 3 .4 .4 
2 9 18 21 2.3 2.7 
3 8 24 45 3.0 5-7 4 4 16 61 2.0 7.7 
5 6 30 9l. 3.8 11.5 
6 5 30 121 3.8 15.3 
7 6 42 163 5-3 20.6 
8 3 24 187 3.0 23.6 
___ 2 ________ ± ___________ 2 ________ !2§ ________ ±~± ________ g~~z __ 
10 4 40 236 5.1 29.8 
11 3 33 269 4.2 34.0 
12 1 12 281 1.5 35.5 
13 1 13 294 1.6 37.1 
14 3 42 336 5.3 42.4 
__ !2 ________ 2 __________ 72-------~~!± ________ 2~2 ________ 2±~2--
18 1 18 429 2.3 54.2 
19 1 19 448 2.4 56.6 
21 1 21 469 2.7 59.3 
22 1 22 491 2.8 62.1 
23 3 69 560 8.7 70.8 
__ g2 ________ ± __________ g2 ________ 2§2 ________ 2~g ________ z~~Q __ 
27 1 27 612 3.4 77.4 
28 2 56 668 7.1 84.5 
29 2 58 726 7-3 91.8 
31 1 31 757 3.9 95-7 
34 1 34 791 4.3 100.0 
Total. 77 791 l.OO.O 
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Even where the larger classes were found, it \vas discovered 
that several of them had resulted from recent consolidations 
and amalgamations, and that the children had up until the 
year of study been taught in smaller, multi-grade class-
rooms of the type still predominant in the area. In the 
64 communities only one school was found that Nas large 
enough to have two Grade Six classrooms. 
For purposes of this testing, the students \'Tere 
transported to previously scheduled locations. It was 
found possible to restrict the testing to 41 different 
places, and if more money had been available for bus 
transportation this number could have been much further 
reduced. This points up incidentally the possibility of a 
great deal of further consolidation in the area. 
A complete list of the schools tested, 
transportation, and distances has been included in 
Appendix I. The distribution of the Grade Six students by 
size of class is found in Table XIV. 
Table XV presents the inter-correlation matrices 
between class enrollment and mothers' education, fathers' 
occupation, size of family, days absent, teacher 
qualifications, and pupil I. Q. The table indicates that 
the correlation between class enrollment and teacher 
qualifications is significant at the .001 level. It 
appears fairly certa in that larger classes in the area 
1 
1.00 
TABLE "'lV 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN CLASSROOM ENROLLMENT AND 
SIX OTHER VARIABLES 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
.10 415 -.05 -~04 ; .39 .11 1. Class Enrollment 
1.00 .32 -.04 -.14 .08 .32 2. Mothers' Education 
1.00 -.06 -.09 .12 .27 3. Fathers' Occupation 
1.00 .05 .02 -.17 4. Size of Family 
1.00 -.06 -.13 5. Days Absent 
1.00 .13 6. Teacher Qualifications 
1.00 7. I. Q. 
Note: Any r greater than .16 is significant at the .05 level. 
_ } 
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stud~ed are assoc~ated w~th better qual~f~ed teachers. It 
seems that the better qual~f~ed teachers are attracted to 
areas w~th larger schools. The reverse of th~s ~s that 
the smaller schools w~th the~r mult~-grade classrooms are 
be~ng staffed by the less well qual~f~ed teachers. The 
teachers \'1~ th the least formal tra~n~ng or qual~f~cat~ons 
are most l~kely the ones teach~nG several grades ~n one 
classroom, a most undes~rable s~tuat~on. 
For the g~rls ~n the study, larger class 
enrollments appear to be assoc~ated t~~ th better educated 
mothers, h~gher I. Q. 's, and ne\,_rer bu~ld~ngs, as well as 
w~th better qual~f~ed teachers. For the boys, larger class 
enrollments appear to be s~gn~f~cantly assoc~ated \"lith 
better occupat~ons on the part of the fathers, and nel'ITer 
bu~ld~ngs as well as w~th better qual~f~ed teachers. 2 Of 
course, the common factor throughout m~ght be the 
s~multaneous occurrence of all the better features because 
of the larger commun~ty s~ze. 
2
see Append~x K: Tables of Correlat~on Coeff~c~ents. 
IX. AGE OF SCHOOL 
Table XVI reports pupils classified according to 
age of the school which they attend. The percentage of 
the total attending by schools in each category is also 
reported in the table. Over 50 per cent of the Grade Six 
pupils \'lere attending school in buildings that \"/ere more 
than ten years old. However, only 24 per cent were in 
buildings more than 20 years old. 
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The usual correlation matrix bet\•Teen age of school 
and the other variables has not been presented in the text 
because none of the correlations reached statistical 
significance. The correlations are in Appendix K. 
TABLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS BY AGE OF SCHOOL 
Age of School PUJ2ils 
(years) Number Per Cent Cumulative 
Per Cent 
36+ 16 2.0 2.0 
3:1:-35 23 2.9 4.9 
26-30 30 3.8 8.7 
21-25 119 15.2 23 .9 
16-20 130 16.5 40.4 
11-15 140 17.9 58.3 
6 -10 131 16.6 74.9 
l- 5 197 25.1 100.0 
Total 786 100.0 
I1ean age of school 14.7 years. 
Median age of school 13 years. 
X. SPELLING 
Table XVII reports the distribution of spelling 
scores for the 404 boys and 356 girls \..rho ,,..,rote the test. 
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Since the test was written by the students in May, 
the e::o..--pected mean raw score was 28 \·rhich gives a grade 
equivalent of 68 (that is, Grade Six for eight months). 
For boys, however, the mean raw score was 18 \·rhich gives a 
grade equivalent of 50. In other .,.rords , the average Grade 
Six boy in the area was one year and eight months retarded 
in spelling achievement \-lhen compared with the Grade Sixes 
of the population on whom the test \\l'as standardized and 
its norms com~uted. The norms for the test claim to be 
nationally re~resentative since the test v,ras normed on 
more than 30,000 pupils in over 200 Canadian, English 
speaking schools. The schools \·!ere both separate and 
public, rural and urban, small and large.3 
The mean ra\"1 score for girls \'las 24 \·rhich gives a 
grade equivalent of 58. Thus, the average Grade Six g irl 
in the area \'las one year behind the average Grade Six of 
the norming population. As the literature had suggested, 
the average performance of the girls ... ras better than that 
of the boys , in this p a rticular case by eight months. For 
3Ethyl M. King, J.oc. cit. Unfortunately, the absence 
of published norms of sex for the Canadian Tests of Basic 
Skills precludes comparisons between the boys (or g irls) of 
the present sample and their n ational counterpa rts. 
Raw 
Scores 
41 - 46 
36- 40 
31 - 35 
26 - 30 
21 - 25 
16 - 20 
11- 15 
6 - 10 
0 - 5 
Total 
Mean 
Grade 
Equivalents* 
91 - 100 
81 - 89 
73 - 80 
65 - 72 
56 - 63 
46 - 54 
36 - 44 
28 - 34 
21 - 26 
••••• 
TABLE XVII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPELLING SCORES 
Bo;y:s Girls 
N !Z N ~ 
6 1.5 7 2.0 
11 2.7 18 5.0 
16 4.0 44 12.4 
36 8.9 64 18.0 
60 14.9 62 17.4 
98 24.2 86 24.2 
92 22.8 45 12.6 
66 16.3 24 6.7 
19 4.7 6 1.7 
404 100.0 356 100.0 
Raw score 18 24 
Grade equivalent 50 58 
Total 
N ~ 
13 1.7 
29 3.8 
60 7.9 
100 13.1 
122 16.0 
184 24.2 
137 18.0 
90 11.8 
25 :;.:; . 
760 100.0 
21 
54 
*The numbers given as grade equivalents indicate years and months, for 
example, if a student had a raw score of 26 he would have a grade e(uivalent of 
65 which means Grade Six for five months. See also: Ethel M. King editor), 
Teacher's Manual Form 11 Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (Toronto~ Thomas Nelson 
and Sons (Canada) Ltd., 1967) p. 92. 
(X) 
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total -pupils the mean raw score is 21 v1hich gives a grade 
equivalent of 5~- Thus the average Grade Six pu-pil in the 
area was one year and fcur months behind the average Grade 
Six of the norming population. 
:A'"I . CAPITALIZATION 
Table XVIII reports the distribution of 
capitalization scores for the ~~ boys and 356 girls \'lho 
wrote this particular subtest of the language battery. 
Because this test was written just after the 
students had been in Grade Six for eight months (i.e., in 
May), the ex-pected mean rav1 score \•las 27 which translates 
into a grade equivalent of 68 or Grade Six for eight 
months. For boys the mean raw score was 20 which gives a 
grade equivalent of 53. For this measure of language 
achievement, then, the average Grade Six boy in the area 
was one year and five months behind the average Grade Six 
pupil in the norming population. 
For girls the mean ra1.11 score was 22 -v1hich gives a 
grade equivalent of 57- The average Grade Six girl in the 
area was one year and one month behind the norm in this 
particular language achievement as measured by the test 
used. Again, hot.orever, the performance of the e;irls T:Ja s 
superior to that of the boys. The average Grade Six girl 
\•ras about four months ahead of the average boy on this 
measure. 
Raw 
Scores 
36 - 42 
31 - 35 
26 - 30 
21 - 25 
16 - 20 
11 - 15 
6 - 10 
0 - 5 
Total 
Mean 
TABLE XVIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF CAPITALIZATION SCORES 
Grade Bo;ys Girls 
Equivalents* N % N % 
88 - 100 6 1.5 10 2.8 
79 - 86 30 ?.4 34 9.6 
66 - 76 55 13.6 72 20.2 
55 - 64 93 23.0 95 26.? 
45 - 53 9? 24.0 75 21.0 
35 - 43 75 18.6 45 12.6 
28 - 33 41 10.2 24 6.? 
22 - 27 7 1.? 1 .3 
•••• 404 100.0 356 100.0 
Total 
N 
16 
64 
127 
188 
1?2 
120 
65 
8 
?60 
Raw Score ••••••• 20 •••••••••••• 22 •••••••••••• 21 
Grade Equivalent. 53 •••••••••••• 57 •••••••••••• 55 
• See footnote to Table XVII 
% 
2.1 
8.4 
16.? 
24.8 
22.6 
15.8 
8.5 
1.1 
100.0 
_ ) 
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For total pupils the mean raw score was 21 which 
gives a grade equivalent of 55. Thus the average Grade Six 
pupil was one year and three months behind the average 
Grade Six of the norming population. 
XII. PUNCTUATION 
Table XIX reports the distribution of scores on 
the punctuation subtest of the language battery of the 
Canadian Tests of Basic Skills. This subtest was written 
by 404 boys and 356 girls. 
As for the preceding two subtests, the expected 
grade equivalent was Grade Six for eight months or 68, 
which corresponds to a mean raw score of 23. The mean r a w 
score for boys '"as 18 vrhich gives a g rade e q uivalent of 57. 
Thus it appears that the average Grade Six boy of the area 
was one year and one month behind the average Grade Six of 
the norming population in this aspect of language 
achievement. 
The girls achieved a mean raw score of 20 which 
gives a g rade equivalent of 61. It a ppears that the 
a verage Gra de Six g irl of the a rea 't-ras about seven months 
belO\IT the level of performa nce e s t a blished by the n orming 
popula tion. The avera ge performa nce by the g i r l s was a bout 
four months ahea d of the average performa nce of the boys. 
For total pupils the mean ra\'11' score vras 19 vrhich 
gives a g rade equivalent of 59. Thus, the average Grade 
Raw 
Scores 
36 - 42 
31 - 35 
26 - 30 
21 - 25 
16 - 20 
11 - 15 
6 - 10 
0 - 5 
Total 
Mean 
TABLE XIX 
DISTRIBUTION OF PUNCTUATION SCORES 
Grade Bo;rs Girls 
Equivalent* N % N % 
90 - 102 3 .? 11 3.1 
82 - 88 13 3.2 14 3.9 
?3 - 81 30 ?.4 46 12.9 
63 - ?1 63 15.6 98 2?.6 
54 - 61 136 33.? 96 2?.0 
41 - 52 110 2?.2 65 18.2 
30 - 38 48 11.9 26 ?.3 
22 - 28 1 .3 0 .o 
Total 
N % 
14 1.8 
2? ;.6 
?6 10.0 
161 21.2 
232 30.6 
1?5 23.0 
?4 9.? 
1 .1 
•••• 404 100.0 356 100.0 ?60 100.0 
Raw Score •••••••• 18 •••••••••••• 20 •••••••••••• 19 
Grade Equivalent • 57 •••••••••••• 61 •••••••••••• 59 
* See footnote to Table XVII. 
()) 
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S~x pup~l was about nine months beh~nd the average Grade 
S~x o£ the norming population. 
XIII. USAGE 
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Table XX reports the d~str~but~on of scores on the 
usage subtest of the language battery of the Canad~an Tests 
of Basic Sk~lls. Results on th~s subtest were ava~lable 
from 404 boys and 356 girls. 
The expected. mean ra•:r score for this subtest vras 21 
which corresponds to a grade equ~valent of 68. For boys 
the mean ra\"l score ,.,as 14 \IThich gives a grade equ~valent of 
50. It appears that the average Grade Six boy in the area 
was one year and eight months behind the average Grade S~x 
of the norming population, at least on th~s particular 
measure of language ach~evement. 
For g~rls the mean ra\'1 score \'las 16 •.-rh~ch g~ves a 
grade equ~val.ent of 55. It appears that the average Grade 
S~::c girl ~n the area \·ras one year and three months beh~nd 
the average Grade Si:=::: of the norming populat~on. Again, 
the d~fference ~n ach~evement between the boys and g~rls 
\'las emphas~zed. The mean grade equ~valen+. for girls \·Ias 
about f~ve months better than that of the boys. 
For total pup~ls the mean ra\·1 score \·ras 15 which 
g~ves a grade equ~valent of 53. Thus the average Grade S~x 
pupil \•Tas one year and five months behind the average Grade 
Si}:: of the norming populat~on. 
Raw 
Scores 
26 - 32 
21 - 25 
16 - 20 
11 - 15 
6 - 10 
0 - 5 
Total 
Mean 
TABLE XX 
DISTRIBUTION OF USAGE SCORES 
Girls Total Grade 
Equivalent* 
Bo;y;s 
N % N % N % 
79 - 98 20 5.0 26 7.3 46 6.1 
67 - 76 34 8.4 47 13.2 81 10.6 
55 - 65 74 18.3 108 30.4 182 24.0 
42 - 53 139 34.4 105 29.5 244 32.1 
29- 40 122 30.2 61 17.1 183 24.0 
22 - 27 15 3-7 9 2.5 24 3.2 
••• 404 100.0 356 100.0 760 100.0 
Raw Score ••••••• 14 •••••••••••• 16 •••••••••••• 15 
Grade Equivalent ••• 50 •••••••••••• 55 •••••••••••• 53 
* See footnote to Table XVII. 
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XIV. TOTAL LANGUAGE 
Tab1e XXI summarizes the Grade Six mean grade 
equiva1ents. As was shown in the previous four sections, 
both boys and girls performed we11 be1m..r the expected 
nationa1 Canadian norms. 
TABLE XXI 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL LANGUAGE SCORES 
Mean Grade Eguivalents 
Subtest :'Soys ~Ir!s Tot a! Norms 
L 1 Spe11ing 50 58 54 68 
L 2 Capitalization 53 57 55 68 
L 3 Punctuation 57 61 59 68 
L 4 Usage 50 55 53 68 
Tota1 Language 53 58 56 68 
XV. PARAGRAPH WRITING 
Tab1e XXII presents the distribution of paragraph 
writing scores. Scores were avai1able for 389 boys and 354 
girls. The tab1e a1so compares the performance of the gir1s 
with that of the boys, and as for the previous measures of 
1anguage achievement, the gir1s performed better than the 
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boys. The mean score ~or boys was eight and the mean 
score for gir1s was nine. The greatest difference between 
the performance of the two groups is seen in the midd1e o~ 
the sca1e. 
TABLE XXII 
DISTRIBUTION OF PARAGRAPH WRITING SCORES 
Raw Scores Boys Gir1s 
N ~ N % 
18 20 1 
-3 2 .6 
15 17 5 1.3 19 5-4 
12 14 21 5-4 42 11.9 
9 11 80 20.5 129 36.4 
6 8 224 57.6 149 42.0 
3 5 53 13.6 11 3.1 
0 2 5 1.3 2 .6 
Tota1 389 100.0 354 100.0 
Mean ?.6 9.2 
S. D. 2.5 2.9 
XVI. SUMMARY 
This chapter has reviewed the data co11ected on the 
Grade Six students in the po1itica1 districts of Trinity 
North and Trinity South, a predominate1y rura1 a rea of 
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Newfoundland. Complete data were gathered on 361 boys and 
323 gir1s. The language skills test battery of the 
Canadian Tests ~f Basic Ski11s was written by 404 boys and 
356 gir1s. The paragraph writing test was done by 389 boys 
and 354 girls. 
I. Q. measures were taken ~or 393 boys and 352 
girls. As a whole, the group tested averaged 5 I. Q. points 
below the average of the norma1 population. The gir1s were 
superior to the boys by an average of six I. Q. points. 
The occupational levels in the area seemed to be 
very limited since over 75 per cent of the fathers of the 
Grade Six pupi1s were found in occupational classes six or 
seven, the two lowest on the Blishen seale. 
The median education of the mothers of the Grade 
Six pupils was Grade Seven, while only 12 per cent had 
Grade Eleven or better. Fathers• occupations and mothers• 
education correlated for both boys and girls at the .01 
level or higher. 
Fifty per cent of the pupils came from homes with 
five or more children under eighteen living at home. 
The mean number of days absent was 8.4. The number 
of absences showed no corre1ation with any of the other 
variables at a significant level except in the case of the 
girls where the degree of negative correlation was 
significant at the .05 1eve1 with their mothers• education. 
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About 42 per cent o~ the teachers had a B-1icence 
or 1ower qua1ification. There was not one teacher o~ a 
grade six c1ass in the who1e area who had eomp1eted a 
university degree or bad obtained even a Grade IV 
certificate. Grade III was the highest teaching 
certificate reported in the area. Seventy per cent of the 
pupi1s were being taught by teachers with Grade I or 1ess 
qua1ifieations. 
Three-quarters of the student popu1ation were 
1ocated in c1asses of twenty-five or fewer. This means 
that three-quarters of the students were most 1ike1y to be 
in c1assrooms having more than one grade. On1y one schoo1 
in the who1e area was 1arge enough to have two Grade Six 
c1asses. 
C1ass enro11ment corre1ated significant1y with 
fathers' occupations and teachers• qua1ifications in the 
case of the boys, and with mothers• education, teachers' 
qua1ification, and I. Q. in the ease of the gir1s. 
More than fifty per cent of the Grade Sixes in the 
area attend schoo1s that are over ten years o1d. The 
median age of the schoo1s is about 13 years. 
On a11 the 1anguage measures used, spe11ing, 
capita1ization, punctuation, usage, tota1 1anguage and 
paragraph writing, the pupi1s performed be1ow the 1eve1 
indicated by the norms for the tests. Specifica11y, the 
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pupi1s were about one year and ~our months behind the 
norm in spe11ing, one year and two months behind in 
capita1ization, nine months behind in punctuation, and one 
year and one month behind in ~sage. In tota1 1anguage 
abi1ity, the pupi1s were one year and three months behind 
the norms. 
On a11 measureo~ 1anguage achievement, the gir1s 
per~ormed better than the boys. 
CHAPrER V 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
This chapter tests the hypotheses o£ the study as 
estab~ished in Chapter II. The first nine sections deal 
with the hypotheses specifying re~ationships between the 
various input variables and language achievement. The 
tenth section tests the major hypothesis, name~y that 
socioeconomic variables are related more closely to a 
child's language achievement than are the school input 
variables. The .05 1eve~ of statistical significance is 
used throughout. 
The correlation coefficients between language 
achievement and each of the other variables chosen are 
presented in the various tables throughout the chapter. 
The testing of the hypothesis is reported with a 
discussion of the findings in each case. The fina~ section 
of the chapter presents a summary of the findings. 
I. SEX 
Hypothesis l(a) and 1(b) predicted that girls 
would score higher than boys on language skills and on 
paragraph writing. Using a one-tailed t-test for independent 
samples after F-tests had revealed homogeneity of variance, 
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and after ascertaining from scanning the frequency 
distributions of Tables XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXII 
that the distributions were approximately normal, it was 
found that the mean scores for girls on language skills 
(and on each of the subsets) and on paragraph writing were 
indeed higher than those for the boys. 
Table XXIII compares the mean raw scores for boys 
and girls on each of the language measures and presents as 
well the standard deviations, the value of the t in 
testing the difference between the means, and the level of 
significance of each t. As shown there, the girls scored 
significantly higher than the boys on all measures. It 
should be recalled also that girls scored higher than boys 
on verbal intelligence. Subsequent hypotheses will be 
tested separately for boys, for girls, and for both 
together. 
II. INTELLIGENCE 
Hypothesis 2(a) and 2(b) predicted respectively 
that positive corre1ations would be found between verba1 
inte11igence on the one hand and language ski11s and 
paragraph writing on the other. As reported in Tab1e 
XXIV, correlation coefficients between intelligence and 
the tota1 1anguage skil1s of .75 for boys and .80 for girls 
are statistically significant. Also significant are the 
TABLE IDII 
COMPARISON OF BOYS (N : 404) AND GIRLS (N = 365) 
Language Means SD t Level 
Measure Boys (Hr!s t3oys ~ir!s 
Spelling 18.3 23.5 8.60 8.75 8.09 .01 
Capitalization 19.7 24.0 ?.50 7.40 7.96 .01 
Punctuation 18.5 20.3 6.30 6.50 3.85 .01 
Usage 13.6 15.8 5.65 6.00 4.95 .01 
Total Language 68.78 81.05 23.65 24.72 6.67 .01 
Paragraph Writing ?.64 9.24 2.47 2.86 8.00 .01 
.J 
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coefficients between I. Q. and each of the subtests of 
1anguage achievement. The corre1ation coefficients between 
I. Q. and paragraph writing were .50 for boys and .51 for 
gir1s 7 both of which are statistica11y significant at the 
.001 1eve1. 
In view of the high corre1ation between verba1 
inte11igence and 1anguage achievement, subsequent hypotheses 
wi11 be tested with inte11igence partia11ed out. 
TABLE XXIV 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN VERBAL I.Q. AND PUPIL 
LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Measure Boys Gir1s Tota1 
Spe11ing .62 .62 .65 
Capita1ization .62 .70 .68 
Punctuation 
-59 .71 .68 
Usage .68 .74 .73 
Tota1 Language 
-75 .80 .ao 
Paragraph Writing .50 .51 .52 
Note: Every r in the above tab1e is significant at the .05 
1eve1. 
9? 
III. FATHERS' OCCUPATIONS 
Part (a) of hypothesie 3 states that there will be 
a positive correlation between the pupils' socioeconomic 
status as measured by the application of the Blishen scale 
to their fathers' occupations and the pupils' total 
scores on the language skills test battery. Part (b) 
states that there will be a positive correlation between 
the pupils' socioeconomic status and their scores on the 
paragraph writing test. 
The pupils received scores on the two language 
criteria as stated. The fathers' occupations were 
obtained through the home questionnaire and were scored 
according to the scale used. Correlations were computed 
between the occupational scores and the various measures 
of language achievement. The resulting correlations are 
presented in Table XXV. 
As had been hypothesized, there is a definite 
association between the pupils' socioeconomic status as 
classified in this study and their measured language 
achievement. The strength of the relationship is 
emphasized by the fact that a11 of the product-moment 
correlations are significant beyond the .05 1eve1. 
Implicit in these findings is the fact that schools are 
not overcoming pupils' weaknesses resulting from 
disadvantaged homes. It has been suggested elsewhere, and 
TABLE XXV 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN FATHERS' OCCUPATIONS 
AND PUPIL LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Measure Boys Girls Total 
Spe11:Ulg .24 .21 .21 
Capitalization .22 .27 .24 
Punctuation .24 .32 .27 
Usage .34 .30 .32 
Total Language .30 .31 .30 
Paragraph Writing .25 .27 .24 
Note: Every r in the above table is significant at the 
.05 level. 
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is confirmed in part here, that the same school program is 
not adequate for all pupils. 
As indicated in Table XXV, the correlations for 
Hypothesis 3 (a) were .30 for boys and .31 for girls, and 
for Hypothesis 3 (b) were .25 for boys and . 27 for girls. 
All of them are statistically significant beyond the .05 
level. However, with intelligence partialled out, the 
statistical significance of the association between 
fathers' occupations and pupils' language achievement is 
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removed, except for tota1 1anguage for boys. This suggests 
that 1anguage-re1evant differences in fathers' occupation 
are a1most tota11y inc1uded in measures of verba1 
inte11igence. 
The above findings are not quite consistent with 
those of some other investigators. For examp1e, Chauncey 
in 1929 studied a group of 113 eighth grade and 130 ninth 
grade pupi1s and found that scores made on the Sims Score 
Card for socioeconomic status correlated with those earned 
on the Stanford Achievement Test to the extent of r = .30 
(8th. grade) and r = -35 (9th. grade). When he partia11ed 
out inte11igence, as bas been done in Tab1e XXVI, the 
coefficients dropped to .23 and .30 respective1y, but were 
sti11 significant at the .01 1eve1.1 A reason for the 
difference in the findings might be that the B1ishen sca1e 
needs revision and adaptation for Newfoundland use, at 
least in the rural areas. 
IV. MOTHERS' EDUCATION 
Part (a) of Hypothesis 4 stated that there would 
be a positive correlation between the number of years of 
1M.R. Chauncey, "The Relation of Home Factors to 
Achievement and Intelligence Test Scores," Journal of 
Educational Research, 1929, pp. 20, 88-90, as reported by 
Duane c. Shaw i.n "The Relation of Socioeconomic Status to 
Educationa1 Achievement in Grades Four to Eigbt..t" Journal 
of Educational Research, 37 (November, 1943), 1~7-201. 
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TABLE XXVI 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN FATHERS' OCCUPATIONS AND 
RJPlLS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT WITH INTELLIGENCE PJRriAI!LED OUT 
Pupils 
Boys 
Girls 
Total. 
Total. Lanfeage 
r evel 
.1.8 
.12 
.14 
.05 
ns 
ns 
Paragraph Writin' 
r !eve 
.15 ns 
ns 
.1.2 ns 
formal. schooling of the mothers .and the pupils' total. 
scores on the language ski11s test battery. In part (b) 
it was stated that there woul.d be a positive correl.ation 
between mothers' education and pupil.s' paragraph writing 
achievement. 
To test this hypothesis, the pupil.s' l.anguage 
achievement was measured as previousl.y stated and the number 
of years of formal. schooling of each mother was obtained by 
means of the home questionnaire. Each mother reported the 
number of years of formal. school.ing she had undergone and 
the researcher assigned a number between zero and eighteen 
to her response. Correl.ations were then computed between 
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the mothers' education and the pupi1s' scores on each of 
the two language measures used. The resulting correlations 
are presented in Table XXVII. 
TABLE XXVII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN MOTHERS' EDUCATION 
AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Measure Boys Girls 
Spelling .24- .25 
Capitalization .25 .28 
Punctuation .19 .24-
Usage .26 .25 
Total Language .28 .30 
Paragraph Writing .27 .23 
Tota1 
.23 
.26 
.21 
.26 
.28 
.24-
Note: Every r in the above table i .s significant at the 
.05 level. 
As expected, the education of a pupil's mother 
has a definite association with pupil achievement on the 
usual types of :language measures employed by the schoo:ts. 
As shown in Tab:te XXVII, every correlation coefficient is 
significant at the .05 :level. 
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As indicated in Table XXVII, the correlations for 
Hypothesis 4(a) were .28 for boys and .30 for girls, and 
for Hypothesis 4(b) were .27 for boys and .23 for girls. 
However, with intelligence partia11ed out in Table XXVIII 
the statistical significance of the association between 
mothers' education and pupils' language achievement is 
removed. This suggests again that language-relevant 
differences are almost totally included in measures of 
verbal intelligence. 
TABLE XXVIII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN MOTHERS' EDUCATION 
AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
WITH INTELLIGENCE PARTIALLED OUT 
J?upils Total LanPease ParasraJ2h Writin~ 
r eve I r I eve 
Boys .03 ns .12 ns 
Girls .10 ns .09 ns 
Total .05 ns .09 ns 
Note: The r must be greater than .16 to be significant at 
the .05 level. 
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V. SIZE OF FAMILY 
Each part o~ Hypothesis 5 stated that a negative 
correlation would be ~ound between size o~ ~amily and 
pupil language achievement scores. 
The relationship between ~amily size and scores 
on the language skills test battery is not signi~icant 
for boys, but for girls, and for the total pupil 
population, the correlations are significant at the .05 
level. The correlations between family size and paragraph 
writing achievement are not statisticall.,· significant. 
TABLE XXIX 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN SIZE OF FAMILY 
AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Measure Boys Girls 
Spelling -.09 -.15 
Capitalization -.11 -.22 
Punctuation -.10 -.18 
Usage -.15 -.16 
Total Language -.13 -.20 
Paragraph Writing -.09 -.14 
Total 
-.12 
-.16 
-.15 
-.16 
-.17 
-.12 
Note: Any r greater than .16 is significaLt at the .05 level. 
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Table XXIX showed that only f~ve of the e~ghteen 
correlat~ons between fam~ly s~ze and language ach~evement 
measures were stat~st~ca11y s~gn~f~cant. Table XXX 
presents the correlat~ons w~th the effects of ~nte11~gence 
part~a11ed out. None of the resu1t~ng part~a1 coeff~c~ents 
~s signif~cant at the .05 1eve1. 
TABLE XXX 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BET\Y.EEN SIZE OF FAMILY AND 
PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT WITH 
INTELLIGENCE PARTIALLED OUT 
Pupils Total Lan~age Para~a:Eh Writinf 
r eve! r I eve 
Boys -.03 n·s -.02 ns 
Girls -.08 na -.05 ns 
Total -.06 ns -.03 ns 
VI. PUPIL ABSENCE 
Hypothesis 6 predicted that there would be a 
negative correlation between the number of days the pupils 
lost from school and their scores on the two measures of 
language achievement used. For purposes of this study, the 
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number o£ days lost was obta~ned from the school reg~ster 
and reported on the teacher quest~onna~re. The number o£ 
days lost by each pup~l was then correlated w~th h~s score 
on each of the language measures. The result~ng correlat~ons 
between days absent and pup~ls' language achievement are 
presented ~n Table XXXI. 
TABLE XXXI 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN DAYS ABSENT AIID 
Pl!J.PILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Measure Boys G~rls 
Spe11~g 
-.12 -.16 
Cap~tal~zat~on -.11 -.23 
Punctuat~on -.13 -.18 
Usage -.10 -.07 
Total Language -.13 -.19 
Paragraph Wr~t~ng -.16 -.12 
Total 
-.10 
-.14 
-.13 
-.06 
-.13 
-.12 
Note: Any r greater than .16 ~s s~gn~f~cant at the .05 
level. 
All o£ the correlat~ons were negat~ve as had been 
hypothesized, but only three of them, d a ys a bsent a nd 
cap~tal~zat~on, days absent and punctuat~on, and days 
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absent and tota1 1anguage were statistica11y significant 
for the sub group of gir1s. For the boys and the group 
as a who1e, none of the corre1ations was significant. 
For gir1s, it appears that 1oss of time from 
schoo1 is more c1ose1y associated with their achievement 
in parts o£ the objective or mechanica1 aspects of 
1anguage. Gir1s' absences corre1ate negatively at the 
.05 1eve1 of significance with their achievement on the 
1anguage ski11s subtests of capita1ization and punctuation 
and with their total 1anguage scores, but when their ab-
sences are corre1ated with their scores on the paragraph 
writing test the association is not significant. Part of 
the difference might be exp1ained in terms of the nature 
of the two tests emp1oyed. The language ski11s test 
battery contains the type of materia1 norma11y taught in 
schoo1s, that is, ru1es o£ grammar and the other mechanics 
of the 1anguage, whi1e the paragraph writing test ca11ed 
for some imagination and originality in addition to a 
know1edge o£ basic e1ements. 
Table XXXII shows that when the effects of 
inte11igence have been partia11ed out, a11 of the 
corre1ations 1ose their statistica1 significance. 
TABLE XXXII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BET~"'"'N DAYS ABSENT AND 
PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT WITH 
INTELLIGENCE P ARTIAI.I.EJ) OUT 
Pupil.s Total. LanPeage Para~a::Eh 
r evel. r 
Boys 
-.05 ns -.11 
Girl.s -.11 ns 
-.05 
Total. -.04 ns -.06 
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Writin~ 
!eve 
ns 
ns 
ns 
Note: The r must be greater than .16 to be significant at 
the .05 :Level.. 
VII. TEACHERS 1 QUALIFICATIONS 
Hypothesis 7 predicted a positive correl.ation 
between teachers' qual.ifications as measured by years of 
formal. training and their pupil.s' achievement on the two 
l.anguage measures. Part (a) concerned the rel.ationship 
between pupil.s' achievement in the mechanics of the 
:Language and teachers ' qual.ifications, and part (b) 
concerned the rel.ationship between the pupil.s' achievement 
in paragraph writing and the teachers' qual.if ications. 
The number of years of forma l. training of the 
teachers was obtained by means of the teacher questionnaire. 
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Each teacher was asked to state the l~cenc& or grade wh~ch 
he or she ·had been granted by the Department of Education. 
The reply to this question was translated into a number 
which became the "score" on this item for each pupil in 
that teacher's class. The scores for teachers' 
qualifications were then correlated with each of the 
scores on the language measures. The resulting correlations 
are presented in Table XXXIII. 
TABLE XXXIII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN TEACHERS' QUALIFICATIONS 
AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Neasure Boys Girls Total 
Spelling .08 .17 
Capitalization .13 .16 
Punctuation .13 .22 
Usage .15 .15 
Total Language .15 .20 
Paragraph Writing .01 .10 
Note: Any r greater than .16 is significant at the .05 
level. 
.12 
.14 
.17 
.15 
.17 
.04 
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As hypothesized, the correlations obtained were 
positive, and in the case of the correlations between 
teachers' qualifications and pupils' scores on the 
language ski11s test battery, the correlations found for 
the sub-population of girls WP.re statistically significant 
at the .05 level. When teachers' qualifications were 
correlated with pupils' scores on the paragraph writing 
test, the resulting r's were not statistically significant. 
Table XXXIV shows that with intelligence partia11ed 
out, none of the correlations was significant. 
TABLE XXXIV 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN TEACHERS' QUALIFICATIONS 
AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
WITH INTELLIGENCE PARTIAI.I.ED OUT 
Pupils Total Lan~age Parag;£aJ2h Writin~ 
r eve! r !eve 
Boys .0? ns -.06 ns 
Girls .14 ns .03 ns 
Total .11 ns 
-.03 ns 
Note: The r must be greater than .16 to be significant at 
the .05 level. 
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VIII. CLASS ENROLLMENT 
Hypothesis 8 predicted that there wou1d be a 
positive corre1ation between the number of pupi1s enro11ed 
in each c1ass and their scores or achievement on the two 
1anguage measures. The information on c1ass enro11ment 
was supp1ied by the teacher questionnaire. Corre1ations 
were computed and the resu1ts are presented in Tab1e XXXV. 
TABLE XXXV 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN CLASS ENROLLMENT 
AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Measure Boys Gir1s Total. 
Spe11ing .03 .16 .07 
Capita1ization .10 .20 .14-
Punctuation .06 .21 .1.3 
Usage .08 .1.7 .11 
Total. Language .08 .21. .13 
Paragraph Writing .1.6 .36 .22 
Note: Any r greater than .1.6 is significant at the .05 
1evel.. 
As Tabl.e XXXV shows, this hypothesis was va1idated 
for the gir1s of the study. It appears that the l.arger 
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the cl.ass in the area, the better wi11 be the achievement 
of each girl. in that c1ass. 
The area studied was predominantly rural. and the 
schools were for the most part very sma11 with multi-
grade classrooms. Thus, there are many factors associated 
with larger classes, not the 1east of which is the fact 
that the 1arger c1asses occur in schools in the more urban 
parts of the districts. 
The boys differed from the gir1s in that their 
language scores did not corre1ate significantly with the 
size of their c1asses. Consequently, for the boys the 
hypothesis is rejected. For the gir1s the two parts of 
the hypothesis are accepted. 
TABLE XXXVI 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN CLASS ENROLLMENT AND PUPILS 1 
LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT WITH INTELLIGENCE P ARTIAI·T·ED OUT 
Pupi1s Total. Lan~age Paraei!:a:eh Writin' 
r eve! r !eve 
Boys .06 ns .15 ns 
Gir1s .oa ns .30 .01 
Tota1 .07 ns .20 .05 
Note: Any r greater than .16 is sign.ificant at the .05 
l.eve1. 
--, 
. 
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Tab1e XXXVI shows that even with ~nte11igence 
partia11ed out, the corre1ations between paragraph writing 
and c1ass enro11ment were statistica11y significant for 
the gir1s and for the group as a who1e. 
IX. AGE OF SCHOOL 
Hypothesis 9 predictea a negative corre1ation 
between the age of the schoo1 bui1aing which the pupi1s 
attended and the pupi1s' scores on each of the two 
1anguage measures. The age of the schoo1 was supp1ied by 
the teacher questionnaire. A11 the pupi1s in any one 
c1ass received the same "score" on this j_tem. 
As was expected, and as shown in Tab1e XXXVII, 
a11 the corre1ation coefficients between the ages of the 
schoo1 bui1dings and the pupi1s' achievement scores were 
negative. However, none reached statistj_ca1 significance. 
None of the corre1ations between age of schoo1 and pupi1 
I. Q. was significant. According1y, the corre1ations 
between age of schoo1 and 1anguage achievement with 
inte11igence partia11ed out have not been reported. 
X. SOCIOECONOMIC INPUTS VERSUS SCHOOL INPUTS 
This section tests the major hypothesis of the 
study, name1y that socioeconomic variab1es are more c1ose1y 
re1ated to 1anguage achievement than are schoo1 variab1es. 
TABLE XXXVII 
~~RRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN AGE OF SCHOOL 
AND PUPILS' LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Measure Boys Girls 
Spe11i.ng -.02 -.10 
Capitalization -.03 -.15 
Punctuation -.05 -.l.O 
Usage 
--<?2 -.07 
Total. Language -.04 -.12 
Paragraph Writing 
-.09 -.09 
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Total. 
-.04 
-.08 
-.06 
-.03 
-.06 
-.07 
Note: The r must be greater than .16 to be significant at 
the .05 l.eve1. 
Three procedures were used to test this hypothesis. 
First, there was a comparison of the size of the 
correlation coefficients between socioeconomic variables 
and language achievement with the size of the correlation 
coefficients between school. input variables and language 
achievement. Secondly, the comparison was made with 
intelligence partia11ed out. Fina11y, a multiple 
regression analysis was carried out to assess the effects 
on the multiple correlation coefficient of adding school. 
inputs to socioeconomic inputs. 
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Corre1ation Coefficients 
Considerab1e support for the major hypothesis comes 
from Tab1e XXXVIII where the corre1ations between the 
socioeconomic inputs and both 1anguage ski11s and paragraph 
wr~ting were in genera1 noticeab1y higher and more often 
statistica11y significant than the corre1stions between 
schoo1 inputs and the same two 1anguage achievement 
measures. 2 
The two principa1 socioeconomic inputs (fathers' 
occupation and mothers' education) corre1ate with the two 
main measures of 1anguage achievement (tota1 1anguage and 
paragraph writing) at the .01 1eve1 for boys and gir1s 
separate1y and for both together. The number of sib1ings 
and the number of days absent corre1ate in three cases at 
the .05 1eve1. Of a11 the school inputs, on1y four 
corre1ations are significant at the .05 1eve1 and one at 
the .001 1eve1. Thus, there are fifteen out of twenty-
four socioeconomic inputs significant at the .05 1eve1 or 
better, but on1y five out of eighteen schoo1 inputs are 
significant at the .05 1eve1 or better. 
Tab1e XXXVIII(A) reports the corre1ation 
coefficients between the socioeconomic variab1es and the 
various subtests of the Canadian Tests of Basic Ski11s, 
2The number of significant corre1ations in Tab1e 
XXXVIII is inf1uenced by the different patterns of inter-
corre1ations for the socioeconomic input variab1es and the 
schoo1 input variab1es. 
Inputs 
TABLE XXXVIII 
COEFFICIENTS INDICATING THE CORRELATION OF SOCIOECONOMIC AND 
SCHOOL INPUT VARIABLES WITH LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Lanflage Skills 
Boysirls Total Para~rath Writin~ Boys ir s Tota · 
TABLE XXXVIII (A) 
COEFFICIENTS INDICATING THE CORRELATION OF SOCIOECONOMIC AND 
SCHOOL INPUT VARIABLES WITH LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT 
Language Battery Subtest 
Spelling Capitalization Punctuation Usage 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
Socioeconomic In~uts 
FO. .242 .211 . • 211 .221 .272 .242 .242 .232 .272 .353 .302 .322 
Mil. .242 .252 .232 .252 .282 .262 .191 .242 .211 .262 .252 .262 
NS. -.09 -.15 -.12 -.11 -.22 1 -.16 -.11 -.18 1 1 -.18 -.15 -.16 -.16 
DA. -.12 -.16 -.10 -.11 -.23 2 -.14 -.13 1 -.18 -.13 -.10 -.07 -.06 
School In!!uts 
TQ. .08 .171 .12 .13 .16 .14 .13 .221 .171 .15 .15 .15 
CE. .03 .16 .07 .10 .201 .14 .06 .211 .13 .08 .171 .11 
AS. -.02 -.11 -.04 -.03 -.15 -.08 -.05 -.10 -.06 -.02 -.07 -.03 
Intelligence 
IQ. .623 .623 .653 .623 .703 .683 .593 .713 .683 .683 .743 .733 
Superscripts 3, 2, and 1 indicate respectively statistical significance at 
the .001 level, the .01 level, and the .05 level. 
11? 
and a1so between the school input variables and the same 
language measures. Fathers' occupation and mothers' 
education correlate with the results of each of the four 
subtests (Spelling, _ Capitalization, Punctuation, Usage) in 
all cases at the .05 level or the .01 level. The number 
of children and the days absent corre1ate negatively with 
the language subtests at the .05 level in five cases. 
Twenty-eight out of forty-eight of the correlations 
between socioeconomic measures and the results on the 
language subtests were significant at the .05 level or .01 
level. Six out of thirty-s~x of the correlat~ons between 
school inputs and the results on the language subtests 
were significant at the .05 level. Thus, Tables XXXVIII 
and XXXVIII(A) show quite clearly that the socioeconom~c 
variables are more often assoc~ated w~th language ach~eve­
ment than are the school input var~ables. 
Corre1at~on Coeff~cients with Intelligence Partialled Out 
Table XXXIX reports the correlat~ons between the 
socioeconomic ~nputs and the two principal 1anguage 
measures, and between the school ~nputs and the same 
measures, in each case with intelligence partialled out. 
With the exception of fathers' occupat~on for boys and 
classroom enrollment for girls and for total pupils, it is 
clear from the table that neither the soc~oeconomic 
variables nor the school input variables contribute to 
TABLE XlliX 
COEFFICIENTS INDICATING THE CORRELATION OF SOCIOECONOMIC AND SCHOOL INPUT 
VARIABLES WITH LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT WITH INTELLIGENCE PARTIALLED OUT 
Inputs Langua~e Skills 
Boys G1rls Total 
ParaS§aph Writing 
Boys irls Total 
Socioeconomic Inputs 
Fathers' Occupation .181 .12 .14 .15 .14 .12 
Mothers' Education .03 .10 .05 .12 .09 .09 
Number of Siblings 
-.03 -.08 -.06 -.02 -.05 -.03 
Days Absent 
-.05 -.11 -.04 -.11 -.05 -.06 
School Inputs 
Teachers' Qualifications .07 .14 .11 -.07 .03 -.03 
Classroom Enrollment .06 .09 .07 .15 .302 .201 
Age of School none significant none significant 
Superscripts 2 and 1 indicate respectively statistical significance at 
the .01 and .05 levels. 
1-' 
1-' ()) 
_1 
language ach~evement when the effects of intelligence 
have been part~alled out. 
Multiple Regrqssion Analysis 
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The next six sections \..rill present the results of 
a multiple regression analysis. Consideration will be 
given to the follo'o~~g: boys and total language skills, 
girls and total language skills, both boys and girls and 
total language skills, boys and paragraph writing, girls 
and paragraph ~~iting, and finally, both boys and girls 
and paragraph writ~g. An explanation of the results of 
each analysis is included ~ each section and a summary is 
provided at the end. 
Language Skills: Boys. Table XL reports the 
multiple correlation coefficients for boys between. total 
language ach~evement and the four socioeconomic factors 
and between total language achievement and the three school 
~put factors. The multiple correlation coefficients are 
in the f:i.rst column of the table and the beta coefficients 
make up the matrix. 
The comb~at:i.on of all the variables in the model 
account for 58 per cent of the variance :in the total 
language achievement of the Grade S:i.x boys in the area 
studied.3 While the comb:i.nat:i.on, :including I. Q., accounts 
.58 
1.20 
~or 58 per cent o~ the variance, the socioeconomic factors 
account for 1.5 per cent and the addition of the three 
school. input variabl.es account for a ~urther one per cent, 
so that both the socioeconomic and the school. input 
variabl.es together account for 1.6 per cent of the 
variance. 
TABLE XL 
DETERMINANTS OF LANGUAGE S~ S ACHIEVEMENT FOR BOYS 
Rl. 
m 
FO ME DA NS CE TQ AS 
FO .30 .30 
+ME .36 .24 .20 
+DA 
-37 .23 .1.9 -.l.O 
+NS 
.39 .22 .20 -.l.O -.l.l. 
+CE 
-39 .22 .20 -.l.O -.l.l. .03 
+TQ .40 .21. . 20 
- .09 -.l.l. -.02 .1.2 
+AS .40 .21. .20 -.09 -.l.l. -.02 .1.2 -.Ol. 
+IQ .?6 .1.2 -.01. -.03 -.Ol. -.Ol. .03 .00 
l.R : 
m Coeffici ent of mul.tipl.e correl.ation. 
IQ 
.?1.2 
2Note: I. Q. has been incl.uded in this and the ~ol.l.ow-
ing taT;l.es becaus e of its not eworthy e~fects on the mul.ti pl.e 
R, but has been set off f r om the other factors becaus e it is 
not part o£ its discussion. 
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From the point of view of this study, it is 
noteworthy that 15 per cent of the variance in total 
language achievement for boys is accounted for by socio-
economie variables, · but only one per cent is accounted for 
by the addition of the school input variables. 
Language Ski11s: Girls. Table XLI reports the 
multiple correlation coefficients for girls between tota1 
language skills achievement and the four socioeconomic 
factors as well as between total language achievement and 
the three school input factors. The multiple correlation 
coefficients are in the first column of the table and the 
beta coefficients make up the matrix. 
TABLE XLI 
DETERMINANTS OF LANGUAGE SKILLS ACHIEVEMENT FOR GIRLS (Beta Coefficients) 
FO ME CE NS DA TQ AS 
FO .31 .31 
+ME .38 .25 .22 
+ CE .41 .24 .20 .15 
+ NS .44 .23 .19 
+ DA .45 .23 .17 
+ TQ .4? .22 .16 
+AS .4? .22 .17 
.14 -.17 
.14 -.16 -.11 
.09 -.17 -.11 .12 
.07 -.16 -.11 .12 -.06 
IQ 
+ IQ .81 .06 .04 -.02 -.04 -.05 .08 -.09 .74 
~ = Coefficient of Multiple Correlation. 
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The combination of a11 the variables in the model 
account for 65 per cent of the variance i11 total language 
achievement for the Grade Six girls. The two principal 
socioeconomic variables, fathers' occupation and mothers' 
education, together account for 14 per cent of the variance. 
The addition o:f the best school input predictor, class 
enrollment, raises the proportion to 1? per cent of the 
variance. The addition of the next two socioeconomic 
variables, number of siblings and number of days absent, 
increases the multiple R to .45, so that it then accounts 
for 20 per cent of the variance. The :further addition of 
the two remaining school input variables, teachers' 
qualifications and age of school, increases the multiple 
R to .47, so that it accounts for 22 per cent of the 
variance in language skills achievement for the girls. 
The important thing to note in Table XLI is that 
the socioeconomic variables account for about 18 per cent 
of the variance while the school input factors account for 
about four per cent of the variance in total language 
skills achievement :for girls in the area studied. 
Language Skills: Total Pupils. Table XLII reports 
the multiple correlation coefficients for a11 the Grade 
Six pupils between total language skills achievement and 
the four socioeconomic factors as well as between language 
achievement and the three school input factors. The 
multiple correlation coefficients are in the first column 
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o£ the tab1e and the beta coe££icients make up the matrix. 
TABLE XLII 
DETERMINANTS OF LANGUAGE SKILLS ACHIEVEMENT FOR BOTH SEXES (Beta Coefficients) 
Rm FO ME NS DA CE AS TQ IQ 
FO .30 .30 
+ME .36 .23 .21 
+NS 
-39 .22 .21 -.15 
+DA 
-39 .22 .20 -.15 -.07 
+CE .40 .21 .19 -.14 -.07 .07 
+AS .40 .21 .19 -.14 -.07 .06 -.01 
+TQ .42 .20 .19 -.15 -.06 .01 -.02 .13 
+IQ .81 .07 .01 -.03 - .O.l. .oo -.04 .06 .76 
Rm = Coefficient o£ multiple correlation. 
The combination of all. the variables in the mode1, 
including I. Q., account £or 66 per cent of the variance in 
total. language skills achievement of all. the Grade Six 
pupils. The .f'irst four variables in the mode1 are the 
socioeconomic ones. Together they account £or 15 per cent 
o£ the variance (Rm = .39). The first two, fathers' 
occupation and mothers' education, account £or 13 per cent. 
The number o£ siblings in the family explains the next two 
per cent and the number of days absent adds nothing to 
the explanation. 
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The addition of the three school input variables 
brings the multiple R to .42 at which point it accounts 
for 18 per cent of the variance. Thus, as the table 
shows, the socioeconomic factors account for 15 per cent 
and the school input factors three per cent of the 
variance in total language skills achievement for a11 the 
Grade Six pupils in the study. 
Paragraph Writing: Boys. Table XLIII reports the 
multiple correlation coefficients for boys between 
paragraph writing achievement and the four socioeconomic 
variables as we11 as between the paragraph criterion and 
the three school input variables. The multiple correlation 
coefficients are in the first column of the table and the 
beta coefficients make up the matrix. 
The combination of a11 the variables in the model 
account for 30 per cent of the variance in paragraph 
writing achievement of the Grade Six boys. 
The first three factors in the model are the 
socioeconomic variables of mothers' education, fathers' 
occupation, and number of days absent. Together they 
a ccount for about 12 per cent (R = .35) of the variance. 
m 
The addition of the two school input variables, classroom 
enrollment and age of school, raises the proportion to 
TABLE XLIII · 
DETERMINANTS OF PARAG~PH WRITING ACHIEVEMENT FOR BOYS 
(Beta Coeff~c~ents) 
Rm ME FO DA CE AS NS TQ IQ 
ME .27 .27 
+FO .32 .21 .19 
+DA 
-35 .20 .17 -.13 
+CE .36 .21 .15 -.13 .12 
+AS 
-37 .21 .14 -.13 .11 -.04 
+NS 
-37 .21 .14 -.13 .11 -.04 -.07 
+TQ .38 .21 .14 -.13 .13 -.04 -.07 -.07 
+IQ 
-55 .08 .os -.09 .14 -.05 -.01 -.12 .44 
Rm = coeff~c~ent of mu1t~p1e corre1at~on. 
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13.6 per cent (Rm = .37). Add~ng the rema~n~ng soc~oeconom~c 
var~ab1e, number of s~b1~ngs, does not change the mu1t~p1e 
R. Add~g teachers' qua1~f~cat~ons br~ngs the mu1tip1e R 
to .38, so that the comb~nat~on of soc~oeconom~c factors 
and schoo1 ~nput factors ~n the model accounts for 14 per 
cent of the var~ance ~n paragraph wr~t~ng ach~evement for 
the Grade S~x boys. Of that 1lJ. per cent, soc~oeconom~c 
factors account for 12 per cent and schoo1 ~nputs for on1y 
two per cent. Aga~n, the re1ati"lre ~mportance of soc~o­
economic over school factors is c1ear. 
].26 
Paragraph Writing: Girls. Tab].e XLIV reports the 
mu1tip1e corre1ation coefficients for girls between para-
graph writing achievement and the four socioeconomic 
variabJ.es as we11 as between the language criterion 9 
paragraph writing 9 and the three school. input variab1es. 
The mu1tip1e correJ.ation coefficients are in the first 
coJ.umn of the tabJ.e and the beta coefficients make up the 
matrix. 
TABLE XLIV 
DETERMINANTS OF PARAGRAPH WRITING ACHIEVEMENT FOR GIRLS 
(Beta Coefficients) 
~ CE FO ME NS lJA TQ AS IQ 
CE .36 .36 
+FO .41 .33 .24 
+ME .44- .31 .20 .11 
+NS .45 .31 .20 .11 -.09 
+DA .46 .29 .17 .22 -.09 -.04 
+TQ .47 .32 .17 .22 -.08 -.04 -.07 
+AS .46 .34- .20 .].0 -.09 -.06 -.07 .03 
+IQ 
-53 .29 .11 .03 -.02 -.02 -.09 .01 o41 
R m Coefficient of mu1tip1e correJ.ation. 
--l 
12? 
The combination of a11 the variables in the model 
account for about 34 per cent of the variance in paragraph 
writing achievement for the Grade Six girls (Rm = .58). 
The first £actor in this model is the school 
input factor of class enrollment. This variable accounts 
for about 13 per cent of the variance (Rm = .36). To this 
factor is added one by one the socioeconomic variables, 
fathers' occupations, mothers' education, number of 
siblings, and days absent, thus increasing the mu1tip1e 
correlation to .46. The addition of teachers' qualifications 
increases the multiple R to .4?, but the addition of age 
of school reduces it to .46. 
Accordingly, of the 21 per cent of the variance 
accounted for by a combination of socioeconomic variables 
and school input variables, the socioeconomic variab1es 
account for about eight per cent and the school inputs 
account for 13 per cent. 
For girls' paragraph writing achievement, the size 
of the school or class enrollment is a school input factor 
that appears to be associated with the size of scores made. 
The other school input variables appear to be relatively 
unimportant. The socioeconomic variables are definitely 
associated with achievement, accounting for eight per cent 
of it, but are outweighed in this particular case by the 
class size variable. 
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Paragraph \vr:i t:ing: Total Pup:ils. Table XLV 
reports the mu1t:ip1e correlation coefficients for a11 the 
pupils between paragraph writing achievement and the four 
socioeconomic variables as well as between the paragraph 
criterion and the three school :input variables. The 
multiple correlation coefficients are :in the first column 
of the table and the beta coefficients make up the matrix. 
TABLE XLV 
DETERMINANTS OF PARAGRAPH WRITING ACHIEVEMENT FOR BOTH SEXES (Beta Coefficients) 
Rm FO ME NS DA CE AS TQ IQ 
FO .25 .25 
+ME 
-30 .19 .1? 
+NS 
-35 .16 .16 .18 
+DA .36 .16 .16 .18 -.09 
+CE 
-37 .16 .15 .19 -.09 -.07 
+AS 
-37 .16 .15 .18 -.09 -.07 .01 
+TQ .37 .16 .15 .21 -.09 -.07 .01 -.0? 
+IQ 
-57 .08 .04 .21 -.01 -.04 .oo -.11 .4? 
Rm = Coefficient of multiple correlation. 
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The combination o~ a11 the variables in the model 
accounm ~or about 32 per cent of the variance in paragraph 
writing achievement ~or a11 the Grade Six pupils. 
The first four variables are socioeconomic, 
fathers' occupations, mothers' education, number of 
siblings, and days absent. These together account for 13 
per cent of the variance (Rm = .36). The addition o~ the 
three school input variables raises the multiple R. to .37, 
bringing the total to about 14 per cent of the variance. 
As Table XLV shows, of the 14 per cent o~ the 
variance explained by a combination of socioeconomic 
variables and school input variables, the socioeconomic 
factors account ~or 13 per cent and the school input 
~actors account ~or one per cent. Again, the socioeconomic 
factors appear as much more important than the school 
input ~actors. 
Summary: Multiple Regression Analysis. Table XL 
showed that a combination of socioeconomic factors and 
school input factors explained 16 per cent of the boys~ 
variance in total language skills achievement. Of that 
16 per cent, socioeconomic factors accounted for 15 per 
cent and school input factors for one per cent. 
Table XLI showed that a combination of socioeconomic 
factors and school input factors explained 22 per cent of 
the girls' variance in total language skills achievement. 
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Of that 22 per cent, soc~oeconom~c factors accounted for 
18 per cent and schoo1 input ~actors for four per cent. 
Tab1e XLII showed that a combination of socio-
economic factors and school input factors explained 18 
per cent of a11 the pupi1s' variance in tota1 1anguage 
ski11s achievement. Of that 18 per cent, socioeconomic 
factors accounted for 15 per cent and the schoo1 ~nput 
factors for three per cent. 
Table XLIII showed that a comb~ation of socio-
economic factors and school input factors exp1ained 14 per 
cent of the boys' variance in paragraph '~iting achievement. 
Of that 14 per cent, socioeconomic factors accounted for 
12 per cent and school input factors for two per cent. 
Tab1e XLIV showed that a combination of socio-
economic factors and school input factors exp1ained 21 per 
cent of the girls' variance in paragraph writing 
achievement. Of that 21 per cent, socioeconomic factors 
accounted for eight per cent and school input variab1es 
for 13 per cent. This particular case is the only one of 
the six in which schoo1 input variab1es contribute more 
than the socioeconomic variab1es in the exp1anation of 
pupi1 1anguage achievement. 
Tab1e XLV showed that a combination of 
socioeconomic factors and schoo1 input factors exp1ained 
14 per cent of a11 the pupi1s' variance in paragraph 
writing achievement. Of that 14 per cent, socioeconomic 
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factors accounted for 13 per cent and school input factors 
for one per cent. 
From the above it can readily be seen that in the 
area studied and for that particular population, the 
socioeconomic factors of the pupils' environments are in 
general more closely associated with language achievement 
than are the school input variables. 
XI. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER V 
To test the hypotheses in this chapter, each 
pupil was given two tests of English language achievement. 
The objective part was the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills, 
Language Battery, which consisted of four subtests: 
spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and usage. The 
total language score was the sum of the scores on these 
four measures. The subjective part required the pupils to 
write a paragraph on the topic "\a,'bat I Like Best". Both 
types of tests were required so that both the mechanics 
and the more imaginative aspects of language achievement 
could be tested and compared with the other factors chosen 
for study. 
After correlations had been computed and tabulated, 
decisions were made as to the acceptance or rejection of 
each of the hypotheses. Only correlation coefficients 
greater than .16, or those significant at the .05 level or 
higher, were accepted. 
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The first hypothesis which stated that there would 
be a difference in language achievement on the basis of 
pupil sex was accepted. Girls were found to score 
generally higher than boys on all measures of language 
achievement used. 
The second hypothesis predicted that there would 
be a difference in language achievement on the basis of 
pupil I. Q. This hypothesis was accepted in full. There 
appears to be a significant association between pupil 
language achievement and pupil verbal intelligence. High 
verbal intelligence was found to oe positively associated 
with high scores on all the measures of language achievement. 
Because of the high association between language achievement 
and intelligence, subsequent hypotheses were tested with 
I. Q. included and with I. Q. partialled out. Alst:>, 
because of the difference in achievement on the basis of 
sex, the hypotheses were tested separately for boys and 
girls and for both together. 
The third hypothesis predicted a positive association 
between language achievement and the occupational status 
of the fathers. The hypothesis was accepted on the basis 
of the raw correlations, but the sta tistical significance 
of the association disappeared almost completely when the 
effects of I. Q. were partia11ed out. 
1.33 
The £ourth hypothesis predicted a positive 
association between l.anguage achievement and the formal. 
education o£ the mothers. This hypothesis was al.so 
accepted on the basis of the raw correl.ations, but the 
statistical. significance disappeared when the effects of 
I. Q. were partial.l.ed out. 
The fifth hypothesis predicted a negative 
association between l.anguage achievement and famil.y size. 
This hypothesis was largel.y rejected on the basis of the 
raw correl.ations, and al.l. association disappeared when the 
effects of I. Q. were removed. 
The sixth hypothesis predicted a negative association 
between the number of days l.ost from school. and l.anguage 
achievement. Like number five hypothesis, this one was 
l.argel.y rejected on the basis of the raw correlations and 
completel.y when the effects of I. Q. were removed. 
The seventh hypothesis predicted a positive 
association between language achievement and teachers' 
qual.ifications. This, too, was l.argely rejected on the 
basis of the raw correl.ations and was refuted \'{ben the 
effects o£ I. Q. were partiall.ed out. 
The eighthhypothesis predicted a positive association 
between the size of the cl.ass and l.anguage achievement. 
This was found to be true for the girl.s of the study but 
not for the boys. However, when the effects of I. Q. were 
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partialled out 9 the hypothesis was rejected completely 
for the boys and for the girls as far as total language 
skills achievement. For the girls and for the whole group 9 
the hypothesis that there is a positive association 
between paragraph writing skills and class enrollment is 
accepted. 
The ninth hypothesis predicted a negative 
association between the age of the school building and 
language achievement. This was rejected on the basis of 
the raw correlations. 
The tenth hypothesis was the major c-ne of the study. 
This hypothesis predicted that the socioeconomic variables 
would be more closely associated with language achievement 
than the school input variables would. This hypothesis 
was tested in three ways. First 9 a table of the various 
correlation coefficients was constructed. The correlations 
between the socioeconomic factors and language achievement 
were compared for size with the correlations between the 
school input factors and language achievement. It was 
found that the correlations between . the socioeconomic 
variables and language achievement were usually larger and 
more often statistically significant than the correlations 
between schoolmput variables and language achievement. 
Second 9 in testing Hypothesis 10 9 a table of the 
various correlation coefficients with the effects of I. Q. 
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partialled out was constructed. With the exception of 
fathers' occupations for boys and classroom enrollment for 
girls and for total pupils, it was clear that neither the 
socioeconomic variables nor the school input variables 
contributed to language achievement when the effects of 
intelligence had been partialled out. 
Third, a regression analysis was made for total 
language skills achievement for boys, for girls, and for 
both together. A similar analysis was made ~or paragraph 
writing achievement for boys, for girls, and for both 
together. This detai~ed analysis consistent~y showed that 
more of the variance in ~anguage achievement could be 
exp~ained by socioeconomic factors 
occupations and mothers' education 
variab~es. 
principa~~y, fathers' 
than by schoo~ input 
CH.APl'ER VI 
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter presents a summary of the problem 
studied and its relevance to the system of education in 
Newfoundland. Following the summary and findings, the 
conclusions of the research are stated, and the chapter 
concludes with a statement of the recommendations resulting 
from this project. 
I. SUMMARY 
The ability to use language well is a definite 
asset to any person. Children from lower social classes 
are at a disadvantage in acquiring facility in language. 
The speech patterns of the home and the use made of 
language by the immediate members of a child's family 
affect his development in the use and mastery of the 
language. 
This project was prompted by a recognition of the 
importance of language in determining a child's success or 
failure in the school and social system in which we live. 
Previous studies have revealed a high association between 
language achievement and socioeconomic factors. A major 
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reason for this study was to discover if the same factors 
were operative in a selected rural area of Newfoundland, 
and to make whatever recommendat~ons might be justified by 
the results of the study. 
All the Grade Six students of Trinity North and 
Trinity South were selected to be the population of the 
study. S~ce success or failure ~ the elementary schools 
usually determines the extent of high school and post-high 
school education, the factors wh~ch affect success ~ the 
elementary schools were regarded as important and worthy of 
study. The h~ghest grade in some elementary schools is 
Grade Six. 
With the k~d permission of the various Superin-
tendents of Education, the three researchers first exam~ed 
the relevant records at the Department of Education in St. 
John's. The school boards were contacted and with the~r 
permission the researchers contacted the principals of the 
schools to set up a testing schedule. The resulting 
schedule, which involved about five hours of test~g for 
each pup~1, was then followed. 
This study was lim~ted to a consideration of 
written pupil language achievement and to four socioeconomic 
variables and three school variables which were believed to 
be associated with language achievement. The four main 
sources of data for the study were (i) two measures of 
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1anguage achievement (the Language Battery, Canadian Tests 
of Basic Ski11s and a paragraph writing test), (ii) the 
Large-Thorndike Verba1 Inte11igence Tests, (iii) a home 
questionnaire, and (iv) a teacher questionnaire. The 
1anguage achievement and the verba1 inte11igence tests 
were given to the pupi1s in the various schoo1s. The 
questionnaire to the homes was sent to the parents via the 
pupi1s after the 1atter bad written the first ha1f of the 
testing programme. The questionnaire to the teacher was 
given to her during the first ha1f of the pupi1 testing 
programme and usua11y co11ected at the end of the second 
session. The home questionnaire was usua11y returned by 
the pupi1s by the beginning of the second session. 
Fu11est cooperation was received ~or the project 
from the various Superintendents of Education, the schoo1 
boards, the principa1s, the teachers, the parents and the 
pupi1s concerned. In a11, the three researchers spent 
three weeks in the area gathering the raw d~ta used in this 
and the two companion studies. 
II. FINDINGS 
In testing of Hypothesis 1 it was found that gir1s 
scored more high1y than boys on each of the 1anguage 
measures. 
In testing of Hypothesis 2 i t was found that 
1anguage achievement and performance on the verba1 
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~nte11~gence test were, as expected, c1ose1y and pos~tive-
1y assoc~ated. 
~he testing o£ Hypothesis 3 revealed a statistically 
significant association between fathers• occupations and 
pupil language achieve_ment as long as intelligence \'ias left 
in the model, but ~th intelligence partia11ed out the 
correlation coefficients, except for boys with total 
language scores, were no longer statistica11y significant. 
The testing of Hypothesis 4 revea1ed that mothers• 
education and pupils' language achievement correlated 
significantly, as long as pupil inte11igence was 1e£t in 
the model. With intelligence partia11ed out the 
coefficients were no longer significant. Relatively h~gh 
associations were found between pupil intelligence and 
both fathers' occupations and mothers' education. 
The testing of Hypothesis 5 revealed that for 
girls and the total pupils size of family was negatively 
associated with language achievement, but for boys the 
relationships were not statistically significant. With 
intelligence partia11ed out the coefficients \vere no 
longer significant. 
The testing of Hypothesis 6 revealed that losing 
time from school was negatively associated with total 
language scores £or girls, but for boys the relationship 
was not statistically significant. With intelligence 
partia11ed out the coefficients were no longer significant. 
The testing of Hypothesis ? revealed a positive 
association between teachers' qualifications and total 
language scores for the girls and for total pupils, but for 
boys the relationship was not statistically significant. 
With intelligence partia11ed out the coefficients were no 
longer significant. 
The testing of Hypothesis 8 revealed that for girls 
the class size was associated with achievement in language 
both £or total language scores, including three of the 
four sub-tests, and for paragraph writing. For boys no 
relationships were statistically significant. With 
intelligence partia11ed out the association between class 
size and paragraph writing remained statistically 
significant for the gir1s.1 
Hypothesis 9 revealed that the age of the school 
building was not associated with pupils' performance in 
language. 
Three different processes were used to test the 
major hypothesis that socioeconomic factors were more 
closely associated with pupil achievement in language than 
were school input factors. The net result was the 
1This greater sensitivity of their language scores 
to variations in the number of children per family, class 
size, teacher's qualifications and absenteeism suggests that 
for Grade Six girls language achievement has more saliency 
and meaning than £or Grade Six boys. 
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conc1usion that the hypothesis shou1d be accepted. 
The overa11 finding of the study, then, is that 
the socioeconomic factors were more c1ose1y associated 
with pupi1 achievement in language than the schoo1 input 
factors considered in this study. 
III. CONCLUSIONS 
One support for the importance of 1anguage 
achievement can be conc1uded from this study in that 
1anguage achievement is c1ose1y associated with measured 
verba1 inte11igence. In commenting on the cu1tura1 bias 
in inte11igence tests, some writers have c1aimed that 
I. Q. tests are rea11y language mastery tests, and they 
have found that 1ow achievers on I. Q. tests can raise their 
scores significant1y when their language problems are 
partially overcome. 
The major hypothesis of the study demonstrated that 
language achievement is more c1ose1y associated with 
certain socioeconomic factors of the pupil's environment 
than with certain schoo1 input factors. This 1eads to the 
conc1usion that educational achievement, particu1ar1y in 
written 1anguage, cannot be considered in isolation from 
the prevai1ing social and economic conditions. Of the 
four socioeconomic factors considered, fathers' occupations 
and mothers' education emerged as the most c1ose1y 
I . 
i 
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associated with pupi1 1anguage achievement and with pupi1 
inte11igence. Teachers' qua1ifications and size of schoo1 
were re1ative1y 1ess important than fathers' occupation 
and mothers' education as far as their association with 
pupi1 1anguage achievement was concerned. 
It is this researcher's opinion that with a more 
discriminating sca1e for fathers' occupation, the 
corre1ation between pupi1 achievement and that variab1e 
wou1d have been even higher. As it was, the association 
was high. From the fact that over 75 per cent of the 
fathers were in occupationa1 c1asses six or seven, the two 
1owest on the sca1e, one must conc1ude that the association 
is worthy of consideration with a view to improving the 
occupationa1 opportunities avai1ab1e in the area. 
A second socioeconomic factor c1ose1y associated 
with pupi1 achievement a1so points up an area of concern. 
A mother's education is c1ose1y associated with the 
educationa1 success of her chi1dren, yet over 50 per cent 
of the mothers in the study had a Grade Seven education or 
1ess. The obvious conc1usion is that some program for 
improving adu1t education must be imp1emented in the area. 
In genera1, schoo1 personne1 and schoo1 boards 
concentrate their efforts and resources on schoo1 input 
factors. Better bui1dings, more qua1ified teachers, and 
more teaching aids, are a1ways easy for schoo1 peop1e to 
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just~fy. Recogn~t~on that soc~oeconom~c factors are more 
c1ose1y assoc~ated w~th pup~1 ach~evement than schoo1 ~put 
factors as they are at present, must make schoo1 peop1e 
aware that the same type of teach~g and program are not 
su~table for a11 pup~1s regard1ess of the~r home back-
ground. This study ~n no way den~es the great importance 
of the schoo1s and their contribution to education of the 
pup~1s, ~t s~mp1y emphas~zes what every good teacher 
a1ready knows--that pup~1s from d~fferent home 
c~rcumstances behave d~fferenT.1y and need d~fferent k~ds 
of stimu1ation if the schoo1 is to succeed. 
An understand~g of the re1at~onship between 
socioeconomic factors and success in schoo1 is necessary 
~n order to make schoo1 author~t~es ut~1ize the avai1ab1e 
resources so that the max~mum benef~t ~s rea1ized. 
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The f~~ngs of the present study suggest that 
carefu1 cons~deration be ~ven to the fo11owing courses of 
action. 
1. The 1ow scores on a11 the tests as reported 
in Chapter IV suggest the need for a crash 
1anguage program by the agenc~es concerned. 
Schoo1s cou1d concentrate on worthwh~1e 
1anguage act~v~t~es; schoo1 boards cou1d 
provide more faci1ities and personne1. 
2. Some program of adu1t education and re-
training shou1d be provided for the area. 
Consideration shou1d be given to the 
estab1isbment at C1arenvi11e, a centra1 
1ocation in the area studied, of an adu1t 
schoo1, simi1ar to those estab1ished at 
Stephenvi11e, Be11 Is1and, Carbonear and 
Happy Va11ey. 
3. The high schoo1s might be uti1ized as they 
are in Nova Scotia for adu1t retraining 
cen~s. 
4. More encouragement shou1d be given for the 
adu1t education program a1ready in effect in 
Newfound1and. The adu1t program a11ows 
adu1ts to attend government sponsored c1asses 
about two nights a week to earn higher forma1 
dip1omas or to improve their basic ski11s. 
5. A diversified curricu1um must be provided to 
meet the needs of pupi1s from various socio-
economic backgrounds. This can be done by 
introducing severa1 programmes of study for 
grades as 1ow as Seven. For examp1e, the 
Province of Nova Scotia has a Grade Seven 
through E1even adjusted program for those 
students who require more time than the 
majority o~ students to do a normal year's 
work. In addition to the adjusted program 
for the slow achievers, there should be an 
alternative to the academic program for those 
students who know they want to eventua11y go 
to vocational or technological schools rather 
than university, even when they have the 
ability to succeed in the latter. 
6. Teachers must be aware of the differences 
associated \~th varying home backgrounds and 
they must vary their teaching and 
expectations according1y. This can be done 
through more studies of this type, changes 
in the courses of instruction for teachers 
at Memoria1 University, teacher workshops, 
and more emphasis on the problem by leading 
educational agencies. 
?. The low 1eve1 of the fathers' occupations in 
general suggests that one way to improve 
educational productivity is by improving 
occupational opportunities in the area 
studied. The question of improving the whole 
economic situation in the area shou1d become 
a major concern of the government and the 
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governmenta1 agencies invo~ved. 
Severa1 recommendations for further research a1so 
emerge: 
~- A more discriminating sca1e of fathers' 
occupations shoula be devised for use in 
Newfound~and for any further studies of this 
type. Severa1 inadequacies of the present 
sca1e were pointed out in the text. 
2. The connection between a mother's education 
and her attitude towards education for her 
chi1dren shou1d be investigated in the 
Newfound1and context. 
3. The ~arger question of the association 
between parenta1 attitude towards education 
and the pupi1's achievement shou1d be 
studied in view of the fact that whi1e there 
is a definite association between socio-
economic status and pupi1 achievement, the 
association is re1ative1y 1ow and factors 
not considered in the present study are a1so 
affecting achievement. Intuition suggests 
that the unknown quantity might in part be 
parenta1 attitude. 
4. Newfound1and norms shou1d be estab1ished for 
any test used to compare pupi1s in one part 
of the province with those of another. 
Nationa1 norms for tests such as inte11igence 
tests may not be appropriate for Newfound1and 
children because of their cu1tura1 uniqueness; 
however, both types of comparisons, within and 
outside Newfoundland, are necessary. 
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5. Since the time of this study in the spring of 
1968, a great deal of educational reorganization 
bas been undertaken in the geograpbica1 area. 
According1y, a simi1ar study could profitab1y 
be done in a few years' time to see if the 
balance between socioeconomic and schoo1 
variab1es has changed. 
6. The study cou1d be repeated with a random 
samp1e of students from a1l over Newfound1and, 
or from any defined area. 
7. The study cou1d be repeated with a higher 
grade using the Pub1ic Examination resu1ts as 
the achievement criteria and questionnaires 
mai1ed to the homes and to the schools. 
8. The contribution of each of the socioeconomic 
variables to measured pupi1 intel1igence shou1d 
be worthy of investigation in view of the 
fair1y 1arge corre1ations obtained in this 
research. 
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Two further suggest~ons can be made. F~rst, 
progressive parents wil.l find objective evidence in the 
present study justifying current efforts to create 
optimum conditions in the home, l.ooking toward the 
greater success o£ the~r children in the work o£ the 
school. Second, educators ~11 £~nd grounds .for both 
encouragement and caution. The value of the association 
between socioeconomic factors and language achievement, 
while significant, is relatively low. It is apparent, 
first, that while a certain pupil. has rated low in socio-
economic status, his school achievement may have been 
satisfactory. Evidently, the school facilities have 
partially made up the deficiency. This is the educator's 
opportunity. It is further apparent that while a certain 
pupil has rated high in the socioeconomic area, his 
achievement may have been mediocre or low. In this case 
the educator may have failed to harness the possibilities 
£or learning which are implied in the good home situation. 
This suggests the educator's need for caution.2 
2Marlin R. Chauncey, !2£. cit. 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTERS TO THE SUPERINTENDENTS OF EDUCATION AND TO 
THE DIRECTOR OF AMALGAMATED SCHOOLS 
APPENDIX A 
Mr. (Name o£ Superintendent) 
Superintendent o£ Education 
Department o£ Education 
Con£ederation Building 
St. John's, N£1d. 
Dear Sir: 
P.O. Box 81 
Education Buil~ing 
Memorial University 
St. John's~ N~ld. 
March 5, 1':;168 
The three undersigned graduate students in 
Educational Administration at Memorial University are 
contemplating conducting, under t~e auspices o£ the Faculty 
o£ Education of the University, a study involving all the 
Grade Six students in all the schools in the electoral 
districts of Trinity North and Trinity South in the 
Province of Newfoundland. 
We are, therefore, asking your permission to allow 
us to contact the school boards, principa1s 7 and teachers involved. We wish to contact them for perm~ssion to enter 
the schools on a pre-arranged date to administer the 
required examinations. If the necessary permissions are 
given we shall be giving examinations in reading, arithmetic, 
and language, as measures of school achievement. In 
addition we shall administer both a verbal and a non-verbal 
I. Q. test 7 and collect data on class size and teacher qua1i£icat~ons. 
Please accept our thanks in advance for any help 
and cooperation you can give .,s. 
Yours truly, 
R. Noel 
H. Pollard 
J. s. Ralph 
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APPENDIX B 
REPLIES FROM THE SUPERINTENDENTS OF EDUCATION 
GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR 
Ed~c~tion B~~ld~ng 
· l·:~~o: ... i.~l U:1.i --.rt:::rsi. ty 
St;, o Job.:l t s :~ 1~Zld... 
DEPARTMENT OF ED.UCATION 
:t-hrch. 7 ~ 1968 
) 
.I 
Sl. ]OEN'S 
'I'h:i.s i.s i.l"l reply to your letter oE !~rch 5 regarding 
t~a =ese~rch project you propose to carrJ out in the schools oE 
Tri.ni. ty l:·Torth and Trinity South~ ResJc:; assured of: cy f'ullest 
co-cpe~atiOn·. 
'\t!ith _every good personal with> 
I .remain~ 
Sincerely yours~ 
I F. R. KEt..:N .. l~ ... ;E'"'•""D'"Y,.,--, -t'-7'./-r.. ---:---- ------ -' 
..:>UP.E!'UNTZ1ID&'J'I' OF EDUCATION. 
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GOVE~NMENT O F NEWFOUN D LAND AND LABRADOR 
. DEPARTMENT O F EDUCATION 
ST. JOH N'S 
I.:::. :.~:: ~Jl:T to y:..Ji..l.·::.~ l ct;·:.;. ;:::.",j o_:a ~"'-.!:-:.~~:c!"! 5 7 I \.liSl"'l .;.:..::; .:!.l~"'~:.:·..:..: ~:-ou.. -c L::.::~:c I \:i"o~~-~ - ~:.::-;VG .!.~:J o:~:]...:: ..::! ·;.;:lor.i -~o :; ... ol.L· 
-..::..c-:...·;.:; ·; c·~i..:""!. ~""; "Cl1::.:: ::; cl:Ool ?J.o.:-.:::.•c1G ci:.' :lc) :.-,__~ c::!o:L~ c ""1:c1... -~l"lc 
~) .. :.1.:~ : ·~ -:.:.s-:.i or (! :~;~.:lt:t::! ·CJ.n:: ::j·G-~t"'::i·:;;s i.::J. .:; (;J:::..~ .. l. :; c·~.iO!.'l t.:i.:ti"J. 
:/·:.J:..:::· . : -::::;t :.;:_: .. C,s ~·)•:o··, -.-. ..... .... · .If'" "iOU. J..:~Gt~~j_,:-:: .. ·2~ ;J..l~'"-i'' :!::i:"ld O :J: 
- : - • __ - ..;.;~ •• - _-. ,__::.:;-. ~ • J:"\. ·,·_-, .: .·· _, ~ - .., s~~ci..::~·.:::.(;: l.-2 ·(,·;,;.~:::_~ · 1 :... ...... _ .!:::..::.:) :) ~;-- "to :~-x·(j'Jido .:£:;:; 'to 
~-ou::) .i£'" ·:;t;,i~ l (J"i; ·t;..J:£;• - .i~ .r"!C· ~ su..i ·i;::-.: ~Jl~ ;__·;:;;;_ .. yo~~ P~"' ;JOC ·.:;S.., 
J .. •• · -·-. ---
---· 
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABR.A.DOR 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
:·"'-:'. R. ~'~oel, .!."lr . .?ollard, and ,l~. lialph, 
-=> C:.. 3ox .8l, 
:z ·~ucs.·l:io!1. 3ui.ld..i.!lg, 
: .. ie:J.ori. s.l ·uni varsity, 
s~. Jo.:.-....:l 1 s, :::;ff'l6.. 
De·a:.· ~-~r. I::Joel, l'fr. Pollard, and :0::-. Ralph: 
ST. JOHN'S 
::ou. h.ereby l'lava my blessing to contact our Schcol 
3oarcis a2d principals in 7rinity North and Trinity 
~ot:~l"l. I a:-.1 also enclos;tng a r.a.et;:o::.·anc.w.l 1·1hich you 
.:-::.5-g.h·c :::'i..nC. usaf'ul, . in case sol:!!e School 3oa:cd or prin -
c.:..-:~al i..s reluctant to' · coope::.·ate. 
c:~/n.r-.Lo 
~.n.e; l. 
v,.....,,.,"\ C' ~..,...., ,, 'tr 
'-·· · 
C. R.oebotha!l, 
Sup.erinte ncient o:r Education, 
(.Anglican) 
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
ST. JOHN'S 
He:norandu:n to: 
March 8, 1968 
Ang~.ican School Boards and Pr.incioals 
in Trin.ity North and ~rinity South: 
dr. R. Noel, 1-1r. H. Pollard, and lvlr. J. s. Ralph, 
three graduate students in Educational Administration 
at ?·iemor.ial Un.iversity, are undertal<:ing a study 
.involving the Grade VI students .in all of' the schools 
.in Tr.in.ity North and Trin.ity South. 
I have given my support to their project, and I 
am hereby suggesting that our 1~gl.ican School Boards 
and principals cooperate w.ith these gent~men in every 
\·:ay possible. The.ir study .is an .integral part of' 
their .. -~aster 1 s program . at the Un.ivers.ity, but the 
r esults of' .it should conta.in data and .information 
\vhich .\v.ill be .important to all of' us. 
'I'hank you for your anticipated cooperat.ion. 
CR/hnb 
Your~ T. 'Y'nl 'r 
----· Cecrr-~oebothan, 
Superintendent of' Educat.ion, 
(Anglican) 
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GOVERNMENT OF NE\V'FOVNDLAND AND LABRASOR 
DEPARTM:ENT OF"EDUCATION 
~&ssrs. ~oel, Pollard, Ralph, 
? . C. :So:->: Sl, 
- · . .. • - . T""' .. , ' • 
::-c;;.ca::-:l.:?n. ::-:~~_._c..~z:-!g, 
he:r.:or:::..a .!.. Un1.vars~ ty, 
S~. Jo~n's, _ Nfld~ 
·-~e~r 3irs: 
ST. JOHN'S 
March 15~ 1968. 
In reply to your letter . of ~arch 5th, I ~ay 
say that I am h.:::.ppy ·cc ·grant. permission to you to 
cont.Rct t h 6 School Boards, Principals and teachers 
involved in ~he distric~ mentioned in your letter. 
I underst:.~-:. ::J.ci the:.t this is ,r,..c ·cesse:.ry so that you can 
cor:1plete graduate "lcJork in~ E::ducational research. 
·,,,..,· .. :;. 
" .·•· ms 
r ·· .______. 
- l·J . C ~ \:.fOO.!JLAND. 
_..-·sup.::rint..en.:ient of .i!:ci~ca ti on, 
i 
.1 
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APPENDIX C 
LETTERS TO SCHOOL BOARD CHAIRMEN 
. --- l 
I 
:\IE:\101UAI. UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOli~J>L·\~1> 
St. John's. N<"wfounrlland. C:anada 
P. 0. B,ox 31 
Educat~on Bu~ld~ng 
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Memor~al Univers~ty of Ne~foundl~nd 
March 26, 1968 
•·~r. ( <'lane of: Chairman) 
Chairman 
<. •J ame of School Board) 
( Name of Community) 
Ne\vf'oundland 
Dear S~r: 
In cooperat~on ~ith our faculty advisor, Dr. H.t.J. K:i.tchen, 'tva, a 
group of three graduate students in Educat:i.onal Adm:i.n~strat~on at Memor~al 
Un:Lvers:i.ty of Newfoundland , are intend~ng to collect informat:i.on having to 
do w~th ach:i.evement and other factors related to all Grade 6 students of 
Tr~n~ty North and Trin~ty South. The purpose· of the proposed study is to 
discover relationsh~ps between achievement ~n Grade 6 and certa~n selected 
soc~al and environmental factors. 
. To gather tha necessary :information for the study we hope to be 
working ~n each of your schools wh~ch have Grade 6 students for approximately 
oue day. Soon we plan to contact the principals of the schools ~nvolved to 
arrange a v:i.s~tation and examination schedule. We have already received 
approval for this project from your superintendent at the Department of 
Educat:i.on. 
If you have any quest:i.ons concerning the proposed study. or 
reservations about our contacting your pr~nc.ipals • Grade 6 teachers, and 
s tudents, we would certainly appreciate hea"ing from you. 
,..,. _ ... , __ ~ 
J.S. Ralph 
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APPENDIX D 
LETTER TO PARENTS AND PUPIL QUESTIONNAIRE 
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
St. John's, N~wfoundland, Canada 
Dear Parent or Guardian: 
P. 0. Box 8I 
Arts and Education Building 
Memorial University of Nfld. 
Sto John 1 s, Newfoundland 
As part of the requirements for our M. Ed. 
programs in Educational Administration we are 
conducting studies in the fields of reading~ 
language, and arithmetic ·among the Grade Six 
pupils in ·Trinity North and Trinity South. 
Your co-operation in completing this pupil 
questionnaire and returning it to your chi ld's 
teacher will be greatly appreciatedo 
- - - - - ·--J:"--
.\I 
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-·· ........ c.. :_::.\.:--i:..'"lg'"? ?ox· GX&~:~ple:. ·o:. ... .s..l~ar.:ar_ 'i:ri.~!:. ·. :.": :.~C._· .. ... . ::~ .. :: 
~~s~ar~an , a capta~n, dr~v6s ~ ~a~~~ ~a ~ . ~~ci~ s~~oc~ 
~ ._:..J...-::~!1-~al'"l for a life i·:'ls ura~J.e;e cor;1:._:,a::_-_y-:.: e:-:::.:; ... 2·2..'/ c .::.s 
:.:~·:-_y details a:::: you can. 
~- -.:: .:::. ::- s 
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APPENDIX E 
EIGHTEEN POINT SCALE FOR CLASSIFICATION OF 
MOTHERS' EDUCATION 
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SCALE FOR CLASSIFICATION OF MOTHERS' EDUCATION 
Forma1 Education Points 
No forma1 education ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 
Grade I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Grade II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Grade III ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
Grade IV ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
Grade V •••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
Grade 
Grade 
Grade 
Grade 
VI ..........•..................•....•...•.. 
,J[J[ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
VIII 
IX ································-······· 
····················-···················· 
Grade X or Grade IX and one year of Vocationa1 
6 
? 
8 
9 
School •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 
Grade XI or Grade IX and two years vocationa1 or 
technica1 schoo1; or Grade X and one year 
vocational •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Grade XI and one year university, or two summer 
schoo1s at university, or one year 
vocationa1 or technica1 schoo1, or 
Grade Twe1ve •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12 
Grade XI and two years of university, vocationa1, or 
technica1 school, or equiva1ent ••••••••••• 13 
Grade XI and three years university, vocationa1, or 
technica1 schoo1, or equiva1ent ••••••••••• 14 
Grade XI and four years university, vocationa1, or 
technica1 schoo1, or equiva1ent ••••••••••• 15 
Grade XI and five years o~ higher education ••••••• 16 
Grade XI and six years of higher education •••••••• 1? 
Grade XI and seven years of higher education •••••• 18 
APPENDIX F 
BLISHEN SCALE FOR CLASSIFICATION OF 
FATHERS ' OCCUPATIONS 
1: 
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APPENDIX G 
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
I ~ Teache :r=s N arr.e 
----------------------------------
£o N~~e o~ School 
·---
3. School Add~ess 
--------~-----------------------------
. ~;.-.. 1.Jhet is your Teaching Li:cence I Grade ? 
__________ (I) Licence ; ------~----(2) G~ade 
· '5 .. Emv many pupils are enrolled in Grade Six in your 
classroom? ----------~---
6 o 1'1fna.t :i..s the · age of: the school bu:i.ldir;g :i..n 1-;h:i..ch 
you teach ?--------------------------
174 
7. Plea.se list belm.; the. names of: your Grade Six pup:Ll.s, 
and af''ter each name indicate 'the number of: days 
he: (or- she) i.v~s absent bet-vreen ~ September 6:; 1.967 
a~nd A~r:i..l 30, 1.968~ 
?u-o"lls: Names 
Days 
Absent Pupilst Names 
Da ys 
Absent 
----·---_ .. ___________ _ 
-------·-----
--.. - ----··--·----- ~- - ~ --- ----· ... ·---· ·--·· ... ·-··-·- --- -···-····--- -- -
-----·------~--- --
- ---- -·-------- -. , 
APPENDIX H 
ELEVEN POINT SCALE OF TEACHERS' QUALIFICATIONS 
176 
SCALE FOR CLASSIFICATION OF TEACHERS' QUALIFICATIONS 
Department of Education 
Licence or Grade 
D Licence and 
Emergency Supply 
P and C Licences 
B Licence 
A Licence 
Grade One 
Grade Two 
Grade Three 
Grade Four 
Grade Five 
Grade Six 
Grade Seven 
Point 
Training Value 
High School with no 1 
professional training 
One six-week summer school 
of professional training 2 
Two six-week summer schools 
of professional training (No longer granted) 3 
A university year of 
professional training 
minus one course 4 
A university year of 
professional training 5 
Two complete years of 
professional training 
or the equivalent 6 
Three complete years o:f' 
professional training 
or the equivalent 7 
Four complete etc., etc. a-
Five complete etc., etc. 9 
Six complete etc., etc. 10 
Seven complete etc., etc. 11 
APPENDIX I 
AREA COVERED BY THE. STUDY 
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DETAILS OF TESTING PROGRAMME 
Place and Denomination Test Re- Trans- Distance Dates Enroll- Number 
of Schools Centre search- Port to of ment, Tested 
Number •• used Centre Test April 30 
1. Bellevue, R.C. p 6, 7 19 11 
2. Blaketown, Ang. R 2, 3 4 4 
3. Bonaventure, Ang. R 12, 16 9 9 
4. Burgoyne's Cove, Ang. R 14, 15 8 8 
5. Britannia, u.c. R 10, 13 2 2 
6. Brownsdale, U.C. N 1, 10 5 5 7. Butter Cove, Ang. 26 N Car 2 mi. a, 9 6 6 
B. Catalina, Ang. p 14, 15 29 29 
9. Catalina, u.c. 8 N 14, 15 15 15 
10. Catalina, R.C. 8 N 14, 15 5 5 
11. Cavendish, u.c. 28 N Bus 7 mi. 2, 3 10 10 
12. Champney's East, Ang. 59 p Bus 3 mi. 15, 16 4 2 
13. Chance Cove, Ang.-S.A. p 6, 7 18 17 
14. Chapel Arm, Ang. N 6, 7 15 15 
15. Chapel Arm, R.C. 14 N 6, 7 11 8 
16. Clarenville, S.A. R 8, 9 15 15 
17. Clarenville, u.c. R a, 9 57 55 
18. Deep Bight, u.c. 16 R Bus 5 mi. 8, 9 3 3 
19. Dildo, S.A. p 2, 3 23 23 
20. Dunfield, Ang. 70 N ORr 4 mi. 15, 16 4 3 
Continued next page 
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DETAILS OF TESTING PROGRAMME 
School Centre Res. Trans. Dist. Dates Enroll. Tested 
21. Dunfield, u.c. 70 N Car 4- mi. 15, 16 4 4 
22. Elliot's Cove, u.c. 35 R Car 15 mi. 10, 13 2 2 
23. Elliston, u.c. p 13, 14- 14- 14 
24-. English Harbour, Ang. 59 p Bus 4- mi. 15, .16 2 2 
25. George's Brook, u.c. 62 p Car 6 mi. 8, 9 3 3 
26. Gooseberry Cove, Ang. N 8, 9 5 5 
27. Green's Harbour, S.A. 28 N 2, 3 3 3 
28. Green's Harbour, u.c. N 2, 3 21 21 
29. Rant's Harbour, Amalg. N 1, 10 12 11 
30. Harcourt, u.c. 4 R Car 10 mi. 14, 15 8 8 
31. Hatchet Cove, Ang. 36 p Car 8 mi. a, 9 2 2 
;2. Heart's Content, Ang. p 1, 10 10 10 
33. Heart's Desire, R.C. R 1, 21 13 13 
34. Hickman's Harbour, S.A. 35 R Car 1 mi. 10, 13 3 3 
35. Hickman's Harbour, u.c. R 10, 13 7 7 
36. Hillview, u.c. p B, 9 7 ? 
37. Hodge's Cove, Ang.-U.C. R 6, 7 15 15 
38. Hopeall, u.c. 27 N Bus 4 mi. 2, 3 6 6 
39. Islington, Ang. R 1, 3 23 21 
40. Lady Cove, u.c. 35 R Car 10 mi. 10, 13 2 2 
41. Little Catalina, u.c. N 13, 14 34 32 
4-2. Little Heart's Ease, S.A. N B, 9 .15 15 
43. Long Beach, Ang.-u.c. 37 R Car 4- mi. 6, 7 2 2 
44. Long Cove, u.c. N 6, 7 22 20 ..... CXl 4-5. Lower Lance Cove, S.A. 5 R 1 mi. 10, 13 6 6 ..... 
Continued next page 
DETAILS OF TESTING PROGRAMME 
School Centre Res. Trans. Dist. Dates Enroll. Tested 
46. Markland, Ang. 
-73 R Car 6 mi. 2, 3 5 5 
47. Markland, U.C. 73 R Taxi 4 mi. 2, 3 9 8 
48. Melrvse, R.C. 8 N Bus 3 mi. 14, 15 14 12 
49. Milton, u.o. 62 p Car 5 mi. 8, 9 1 1 
50. New Chelsea, Pent. 6 N Bus 4 mi. 1, 10 2 2 
51. New Chelsea, u.c. 6 N Bus 4 mi. 1, 10 4 4 
52. New Harbour, Ang. p 2, 3 23 21 
53. New Perlican, Ang. 76 p Car 3 mi. 1, 10 11 11 
54. New Melbourne, u.c. 6 N Car 2 mi. 1, 10 5 4 
55. Norman's Cove, u.c. N 6, 7 25 22 . 
. 1 
56. North West· Brook, Ang. 36 p Taxi 3 mi. 8, 9 1 1 
5?. North West Brook, U.C. 36 p Taxi 3 mi. 8, 9 ? 7 58. Old Shop, Ang. 2 R ·Car ? mi . 2, 3 6 6 
59. Port Rexton, Ang. p 15, 16 14 10 
60. Port Union, u.c. 8 N Car 2 mi. 14, 15 10 10 
61. Petley, Ang. 5 R Car 6 mi. 10, 13 ? ? 62. Shoal Harbour, u.c. p 8, 9 31 31 
63. Sibley's Cove, u.c. 6 N Car 2 mi. 1, 10 6 6 
64. South Dildo, S.A. 2 R Car 4 mi. 2, 3 2 2 
65. South Dildo, u.c. 2 R Car 4 mi. . 2, 3 3 3 
Continued next page 
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DEWAILS OF TESTING PROGRAMME 
School Centre Res. Trans. Dist. Dates Enroll. Tested 
66. Southport, u.c. 26 
67. St. Jones Within, u.c. 36 
68. Sunnyside, Ang. 69 
69. Sunnyside, u.c. 
70. Trinity, Ang. 
N Car 2 mi. 8, 9 3 3 p Car 12 mi. 8, 9 3 3 
R Car 2 mi. 6, 7 7 7 
R 6, 7 11 10 
N 15, 16 10 9 
71. Trinity East, Ang. 59 
72. Weybridge, u.c. 35 
73. Whitbourne, Ang. 
74. Whitbourne, R.C. 73 
75. Whiteway, u.c. 28 
p Car 2 mi. 15, 16 3 3 
R Car 13 mi. 10, 13 1 1 
R 2, 3 27 22 
R 2, 3 7 7 N Bus 3 mi. 2, 3 5 5 
76. Winterton, S.A. p 1, 10 28 25 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
A. Number of the schools arranged in alphabetical order. 
B. Name of the community and the denomination of the school. Ang. - Anglican Church of 
Canada, Pent. - Pentecostal Assemblies of Newfoundland, R.C. - Roman Catholic, u.c. -
United Church of Canada, S.A. - Salvation Army, and Amalg. - Amalgamated Schools. 
C. The centre where the test was written and to which the pupils were transported. 
D. The researcher who conducted the testing: N - Raftus Noel, P - Hector Pollard, and 
R - Stewart Ralph 
E. The Transportation used to move the pupils. "Car" means privately owned car, usually the 
tester• a. 
F. The distance between the pupils' home school and the testing centre. 
G. The dates in the month of May, 1968, when the tests were given. 
H. The enrollment shown on the school register on April 30, 1968. 
I. The number of the enrollment who wrote part of the tests. 
APPENDIX J 
PARAGRAPH vffiiTING TEST 
PARAGRAPH WRITING TEST 
The test administrator will say to the pupils after 
seeing that a11 are supplied with paper and pen: "You 
\'.rill be given fifteen minutes to wri.te a paragraph telling 
what you like best. Here is the title for your paragraph 
(tester wi.11 write on board) 'What I Like Best'. Please 
try to write as well as you can. Pay attention to your 
spelling, capitalization, punctuation, etc., but try to 
make your paragraph very interesting". 
Have a11 the pupils stop at the end of fifteen 
minutes. 
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APPENDIX K 
TABLE OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
INDEX TO VARIABLES 
VARIABLE NUMBER VARIABLE NAME 
Mothers' Education 
Fathers' Occupations 
Number of Siblings 
Number of days absent 
I. Q. 
l. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
l.O 
l.l. 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
20 
* For other studies 
1.87 
Reading Vocabulary* 
Reading Comprehension* 
Reading Total.* 
Mathematics Concepts* 
Math Problem Solving* 
Total. Mathematics* 
Spel.l.ing 
Capitalization 
Punctuation 
Usage 
Total. Language 
Paragraph Writing 
Age of School. Building 
Teachers' Qualifications 
Cl.ass Enrollment 
1 
1 1000 
2" .. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 ~ 
339 -002 
1000 -081 
1000 
• 
• 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS - BOYS (N • 361) 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
-085 349 336 256 318 235 196 229 236 248 186 263 281 272 011 045 043 
-070 257 368 240 330 262 214 255 237 219 239 345 304 250 -149 136 193 
042 -151 -174 -108 -155 -056 -046 -053 -090 -110 -105 -147 -129 -093 -018 007 -021 
1000 -132 -110 -088 -107 -133 -031 -085 -119 -106 -133 -099 -134 -160 015 ·-026 010 
• 1000 768 685 774 664 551 649 615 622 594 677 745 496 -028 139 054 . 
• 1000 770 9~2 620 536 614 617 5?5 549 671 727 485 -022 102 008 
• 1000 926 563 578 603 622 499 511 580 662 469 -022 011 -018 
• 1000 631 589 647 657 572 591 668 740 506 -023 065 -002 
• 1000 725 939 583 612 648 622 730 431~ -093 120 066 
• 1000 906 583 593 563 533 677 451 -057 -021 -025 
• 1000 622 643 653 613 752 473 -083 060 024 
• 1000 582 587 542 832 4G6 -018 083 029 
• 
. . 
• 
• 
• 1000 693 G13 861 · 432 -033 129 100 
1000 619 847 . 471 -048 132 064 
• 1000 804 402 -019 153 077 
• 1000 526' -037 150 077 
1000 -093 013 155 
1000 -014 -290 
• 1000 361 
• 1000 
____ .._.,., ___ ....,..... __ ,........_ ... -. ...__~ . ·· - ...... , .. ____________ .. _...,.... ... __ ._.,._..._ ... _~· ---· .. --~·---
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1 2 3 
1 1000 302 -079 
2 1000 -049 
3 1000 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
• 
• 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS - GIRLS (N = 323) 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 · 20 
-194 301 278 234 273 213 189 210 249 279 243 254 297 229 005 125 173 
-104 308 270 230 267 276 229 275 209 272 230 302 314 272 -069 094 106 
068 -197 -253 -176 -288 -230 -151 -208 -148 -216 -183 -162 -205 -142 125 031 -09S 
1000 -160 -136 -047 -112 -121 -091 -118 -162 -234 -175 -071 -191 -123 006 -078 -074 
• 1000 776 731 797 703 667 742 624 703 714 737 798 505 -035 151 206 
• 1000 790 952 709 648 734 663 615 624 6~3 743 5?.2 -051 112 158 
• 1000 937 652 650 703 558 51~7 5?8 570 655 499 -029 017 127 
• 1000 725 639. 761 655 618 639 653 ?43 541 -0l~5 072 } Sl 
• 1000 798 933 583 604 644 598 703 487 -063 158 151 
• 1000 906 567 573 580 532 654 465 -OOG 139 064 
• 1000 626 638 659 617 739 516 -037 161 125 
• 1000 642 622 571 848 441 -105 1S3 159 
• 
• 
• 1000 . 729 663 879 432 -149 157 204 
1000 732 881 494 -099 222 211 
• 1000 837 472 -068 154 168 
• 1000 531 -124 202 214 
1000 -095 104 355 
• 1000 -079 -304 
• 1000 415 
• • 1000 
- ---·· -- ----------- -- ·--- --·- ---··_--::J 
1 2 
1 1000 321 
2 
' 
1000 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 • 8 
9 
10 
11 
12 . 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1? 
18 • 19 
• 20 
• 
3 
-035 
-065 
1000 
. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ~ TOTAL PUPILS (N • 684) 
4 5 6 ? 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1? 18 19 20 
-13? 31? 300 233 284 224 185 217 232 262 211 256 282 235 008 080 101 
-088 273 309 224 285 269 216 263 209 241 274 316 298 245 -107 116 151 
054 -172 -209 -140 -188 -132 -098 -125 -122 -164 -184 -159 -171 -117 050 020 -053 
1000 -133 -107 -068 -093 -122 -052 -100 -103 -1~~ -126 -051 -127 -117 017 -058 -036 
• 1000 780 719 793 669 620 693 650 684 681 729 798 524 -014 131 109 
• • 1000 709· 954 646 604 671 667 G15 635 ·.687 7Gl 529 -019 094 061 
• 1000 935 591 628 650 640 556 585 609 701 518 -004 000 033 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 1000 655 651 699 692 621 648 688 7'?5 553 -013 054 051 
• 1000 703 932 570 614 647 613 711 439 -0?6 134 102 
1000 902 606 608 602 560 696 485 -013 047 004 
• 1000 633 559 674 632 759 495 -050 101 064 
• 
• 1000 618 620 571 849 507 -040 115 073 
• 1000 714 6l~3 868 462 -081) 143 142 
• 1000 683 867 522 -050 ~74 126 
• 1000 824 474 -030 151 110 
• 1000 574 -OS3 170 129 
• 1000 -066 043 225 
• 
• 
1000 -049 -299 
• 1000 387 
• 1000 
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